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objection to tins provision.
The
the ( iid;; on iiis $H,ii(in from $ln to $.1
county surveyor is paid by the day for
to $lu to $1 sent, the. general betting
FIVE
ABE
BIG
each day's labor, and it would be so
on tile result down to $10 to $3. Small
difficult, if not impossible, to provide
offers at this figure brought out sevany uniform annual) salary for county
eral hundred dollars of Flynn money
surveyors, that it is reasonable to hold
KILLED IN
ON RETREAT
AT VEGAS a.'d the price rebounded at once lo
that the constitution could not have inSlu to $10. It was predicted that $M
tended to put those county officers on
.
to $3 or even less would be the pre'J- r
a flat salaried basis.
Xo competent
vailing odds on the result when th"
and
Commissioners
Lackawanna Terrific Fire of Federal Artil Flynn Was Disqualified in men
County
surveyor could be found to act under West Bound
entered the ring.
'
a
such
unless
Draw
system
the annual salProbate Judges May
Forced Rebels Out of
Round
Ninth
for
Only 3,000 Spectators.
Telescoped
Passenger
lery
by
Butting
was
made sufficiently large, to
ary
Ten minutes before the time set for
Their Salaries
This
Their Trenches
After Being Warned
Express
compensate for all of his time, and in
Morning
the light to si ail, there was no siga
the poorer counties and in counties
of either fighter.
The Las Vegas silwhere there is not great demand for
ver cornet band started a demonstraOUTWIT OPINION 13 GIVEN the services of the surveyor, such a BRIDE OF
IE-O- UT
DEAD THEY WILL
IRHDE
MMSHU. G0LE5 CLEKREO RH6 tion to the edification of tire 3,0imi or
salary couid not be given.
more spectators then assembled.
As to the other county ojfioers whose
half a. hundred women were
from
the compensation has been derived from Many Passengers Were Un- Leaders However, Plan to Reach Fireman Beaten to
Tidings of Great Joy
ard
sprinkled through the audience.
Pulp
fees or commissions, we are compelled
Office of Attorney General
Lack of Enthusiasm.
dressed and Identification
American Border and Safety
Never Had Chance Against
to take the position that they can re.Mrs. Johnson and the wives of the
F- - W. Clancy
Without Undue Delay.
is Difficult
the Big Negro.
ceive nothing to their own use for
champion's trainers occupied a box a;
their services until the legislature
lie corner Johnson
will
V.'.
Clancy nets. It does not follow, however, that (By special incased wire o JTew M- - xlcnn) (By Special T.easpcl Wire to New Mexican (By Special Leased Win! to New Mexican) thoose if he enters theprobably first.
Attorney General Frank
ring
today handed down the following im- the county government must practicAt General Huerta's Federal HeadCorning, X. V., July 4. At least 3o
Flynii's supporters from Pueblo, perportant opinion regarding county sal- ally stop for this reason. These off- passengers were killed and 50 injured quarters, tlachimba, Mex., July 4.
Ringside Las Vegas,. X. M.
haps 200 in number and distinguished
aries:
icers will at some time when the legis- today when an express crashed into When the Federal
by white rooter hats, sat together am!
arti'lery had fired
July I. The much heralded
I have received a number of re- lature provides, receive salaries for the west bound Lackawanna
.lohiison-Flynrere prepared to greet their man
passen- a few shots at daybreak today and rehere today
light
quests from county officers and others their services, but such salaries can- ger train Xo. 9, two miies east of this ceived no response from the hills
when be arrived.
ended in a complete lizzie when
for opinions and advice as to what, if j not be considered as including nece-:city. The death list probably will run north of Hachimba, flying squadrons
I'ii to this time there has been no
Fly mi, bleeding profusely from
anything, can be done for the relief sary actual expenses incurred in the over forty. Thirty-fou- r
bodies had ol cavalry were sent forth by General
the mouth, his lace benien to a
calling of bets at the ringside and a
conduct of their offices. For instance, been taken from the debris three
of county officers in view of the failure
'
pulp, repeatedly fouled until he
complete absence of yelling or signs
lluerta lo locate the enemy but the
for their it is the duty of the sheriff to take hours after the wreck.
to provide by legislation
o:' other enthusiasm.
was disqualified and .Jim Coles,
Many of the bird had flown. None but the dead
.salaries in accordance with the require- charge of the county jail, to provide injured were mortally
hurt.
into
the
marshal,
Among
sprang
city
few
a
were
in
and
Several Hundred "Ladies."
wounded
the
lying
ments of section 1 of article X of the for the keeping and feeding of prison- the sufferers were several babies and
At 2:04 p. m.. Official Announcer
ring and stopped the exhibipositions which yesterday the rebels
constitution as construed by the su- ers committed to his custody, and in children.
tion. The fireman never had a
Tommy Cannon of Oklahoma
had held in the mountain pass here.
City,
preme court of the state. As the dis- performing this duty he must necessarAs soon as the news of the accident
chance against Johnson who
took the ring to call (attention to the
beThe
Federal
advance
northward
out
ily
the
for
advisers
bedare
pay
trict attorneys
money
food, fuel,
legal
him
with
as
cat
a
with
spread, hundreds of automobiles dash- - gan
played
"several hundred ladies who have
today, the city off Chihuahua
of county officers and in no way under ding, and possibly clothing. The coun - ed to the s(,ene
a mouse. The spectator hoot-anbaking the r0il(lwav,
graced this occasion by their attendacon- the objective.
being
Daylight
the control of the attorney general, ty must provide jailers and guards for jand interfering with
tile
hissed Flynn when the refthe removal of
nce,"1 and asked that the spectators
have felt compelled to decline to give the jail. It is not practical ior me dead and injured. Police were sent firmed the federal victory of jester
eree gave the decision lo t lie
remember their presence wlin it
Govern-and
in
the
to
enthusiasm
sheriff
day
it
of
to
but
all
his
official
the
officers,
perform
county
opinions
to keep the crowds bad; from th j
big negro. Some two hundred
came to shouting comments on the
to
rose
in
duties
nient
ranks
height's,!
would
me
and
he must neces- wreckage. A special relief train from
that there
great
person
ias appeared to
women were among the specfight. Itll was the first sign of life
to pursue
the rebels giving
be no impropriety in my giving some sarily employ deputies to act for hiin, F.lmira brought
tators.
physicians and nurses. eager
at the ring side.
a
that
stimuliums
forces
Huerta's
expression of my views to the district ard they must be paid for their servB.
Coroner Herbert
Smith ordered
A Tame Affair.
.attorneys themselves in the hope of ices. I am clearly of opinion that al' all (he bodies brought here and plan- was apparent as they marched'
The Busy Littie Burg.
Cannon then announced a
bringing about some uniformity of pro- such expenses can properly be paid by ned to hold an inquest before the pass- north today. The Federal officers say
East
N.
4.
Las
M..
The preliminary, four rounds of one minVegas,
July
cedure throughout the state, if those the county commissioners from the engers have departed.
they are not erturbed over reports streets of Las
Vegas presented an aili- ute each which appeared to be a famofficers should agree with me, and ad- county treasury, including
that the rebels will attempt to send
nothing,
rested scene today, many hours before ily affair. The, boxers were Kennett
Illfated Train Was Late.
vise their county officers accordingly. however, in the way of compensation
witn
columns south to
jti'.e time set for the first world'?-- ; Day, weight .IS pounds, and Freddie!
The passenger train which left New General
The section of the constitution to the sheriff himself. The county
of
the
in
Argumedo
territory
heavyweight championship since Jackj Day, 62 pounds.
ahove referred to provides in sub- clerk must necessarily at times, and York at S:4." last night was heavily Torreon;
Papa" Day, 200 or
Jehnson won the title from .liiu Jet'-- : over, reforeed.
The Day family caino
stance that the legislature should at in some counties at all times, employ leaded and was driven by two engines.
Was Limited
Artillery
at
tries
Reno two years ago today. Jim! from Colorado
Springs.
its first session fix salaries for all assistants adequately and properly to It was running half an hour late. Mast
Only six cannon and sixteen ma- Flynn, of Pueblo, today assailed the!
Texan is White Hope,
county officers, and forbids any county sitend to the work of his office, and if the dead and injured are Xew York chine guns distributed on the east
claim
to
supremacy!
negro's
pugilistic
and
Xew Jersey people.
officer receiving to his own use any i! cannot be reasonably
contended
nel'ore the midgets
lirek
opened
The passenger
train had been and west sides of the mountain pass Mid he was backed by a big following' Cannon introduced Cass
fees or emoluments other than the that lie from his private funds should
a
of
Colorado
hud
defeated
the
lovers.
their
rebels,
sport
arti'lery
annual salary, requiring all fees col- advance money for such expenses. It standing on the track a few minutes
Texas
with
white
huge
unknown,
hope
Two
years ago, Johnson was a short'
the Express train, which car ii, comparison appearing defective and
lected to be paid into the county treas- is certainly quite enough of a burden
cutler in the betting, Jeffries, then tin-- ' aspirations. lie challenged the winerratic.
ner, that is of the Johnson-Flynii- ,
ury. The two houses of the legislature that he should he compelled to wait ried no passengers, struck it in the
not
Losses in Hie first days fighting ap- beaten but retired, being a in to 7! the
bout.
passed a bill providing for such sala- on the legislature for his own pay rear at full speed. The two day
favorite.
it
was
all
other
the
batToday
The officials of the Jolinson-FIynries, but so late in the session that, it without expecting him to pay out large coaches attached to the rear of Xo. parently were great as today the
way. .tonnson s own money, offered at
bout as announced at the ring side
did not reach the governor in time for amounts of money to keep the county fl were hurled down an embank- tle field was strewn with the dead 2 to 1 on himself
found
no takers.
him to give it sufficient examination government running. The same reas- - ment and the express plunged half and wounded of both sides.
are: Ed V. Smith of Chicago, referee.
look of the
Despite the
The rebels had clung lenaciously to
to enable him either to sign or return oning applies to the offices of treasur-- j way through the rear pullman of the
Timekeepers: For the club, Otto
commissioner's
there
apbetting
board,
asTear-neit with objections. In the exercise of er ana assessor in these counties standing train before it came to a their positions but the combined
be a wide interest in the Floto, of Denver; for Flynn, Al
to
peared
saults of infantry and cavalry supof Chicago, (also stakeholder);
bis part of the legislative power com- where it is impracticable for one man stop.
A great many fight followers
fight.
mitted to him by the constitution, he V, perform all the work of the office.
Most of Ihe Killed were passengers ported by the deadly fire of the artil- had gathered in this city to witness for Johnson, Tom Flanagan.
felt compelled to disapprove the bill, While the district attorneys are in in the day coaches, who were going lery had forced them to yield all stra- the match
Another Challenger.
and Las Vegas looked in a
so that no statutory provision
has a different class, yet it would seem home to spend the fourth. F. W. tegic hills, and overlooking the cayon. small way
A telegram addressed to referee at.
much
did
as
Reno
today
The Federal troops carried out orders two
been made in accordance with the di- that actual and necessary traveling Drake of
the ringside was received just before
Passaic, X. ,T. the Pullman
yours ago.
and office expenses incurred and paid
rection of the constitution.
with mathematical precision.
said
four
The rattle and click of roulette the fight. It was signed by the
were
conductor,
passengers
In the fighting besides
I took the view before the legisla- by them in the discharge of their killed in
General wheels, the
the p t'lman.
droning of tile game deal-Hrothers, of New York, and
ture met that until legislation could duties can be properly repaid, either
A score of physicians soon were Huerta, commander in chief, were his srs, were missing, but the same rest-- j v.as a $20,000 offer for a Jo Jeauette-Johnsofrom
the general fund of the county
be had under the constitution, the terGeneral Itebago and Gen- - less, foot weary crowd
on ihe scene and the injured
match in that city. Another
were Lieutenants,
surged back
ritorial laws providing compensation benefited or from the court fund, if
and forth all morning along the nar-- ! message from New York asked tha;
to
the
brought
Coring Hospital.
for county officers and district attor- the expenses are incurred in the main
on
(Continued
Page Five.)
row sidewalks.
Johnson be challenged from, the ring
A number of the injured are still
neys, should be considered as remain- tenance of the district courts and the
The question of the length of the! side for Jeanette. it added that Vicunder
'j
the
and
pinned
their
wreckage
conduct
of
business
therein.
ing in force, and that all such officers
fight appeared to be the most absorb-- j tor Beyer of Paris offered Johnson
It now occurs to me in closing that groans ind shrieks can be clearly
could properly be paid in accordance
one in the minds of the fight fans.!
for a thirty round contest there
ing
heard.
I should
PLAZA
say as to county commissiontherewith. Two cases were instituted
Nobody,
apparently, looked for a long with Jeanette.
Bodies Laid Beside Tracks.
in the district court of San Miguel ers that I do. not believe they can
contest. Only one bold plunger of the! Al Palzer wired a challenge to the
The bodies of the dead were laid
county for the purpose of testing the at present properly receive the milemntuals hazarded a guess that it would winner saying he had posted a $1,000
age
statute
for
provided by
correctness of my opinion, and the suattending on the top of the embankment along
BE
GREAT
i.ass the 20 round mark and he select- forfeit in Cincinnati.
Luther Mccarbeard
meetings, but in harmony with the track and at the roadside
preme court took the view that while
ed the 2.1th as the last round. The ty wired Flynn a win or lose challenge,
and
the constitutional provision that the the suggestions made as to other off- were covered with blankets from the
other mutuais clustered their bets on the fight to be in New York if arlegislature should fix salaries was not icers, they might properly receive pay- pullman.
the 12th and 13th. Johnson himself ranged.
All
of
Fe
Hun.
Santa
and
self executing, yet the other clause for- ment of their actual and necessary
reiterated today his statement that, he Johnson entered t he ring at 2:30.
undertaker in Corning was
Every
bidding county officers to receive to traveling expenses.
vould win in 1.1 rounds. Flynn had Flynn is in his tent.
called to help care for the dead but
of
Visitors
dreds
Will
I
While
have, as hereinbefore stat- their
their own use any fees or emoluments
no remarks to make as to the length
were
first
Flynn entered the ring at 2:37 amid
wagons
into
pressed
other than the annual salary provided ed, no control over the officiat action service to
ol the fight.
Enjoy It
tremendous applause.
carry the injured to the
by law, or rather which ought to be of district attorneys, yet I venture to
"I am going to win," is all he would
Hilly Mcl.ain, Sam McVey's manahospital. Many of the injured also
provided by law, was self executing, hope that what I have herein set were taken
say. Referee Ed W. Smith of Chicago, ger, who had journeyed from the An
in automobiles.
As
away
which
forth,
will
in
you
consider
and such officers could receive no com
the
DESERVES LIBERAL PATRONAGE was among the first of the ringside of- tipodes to witness the contest was in
yet the cause of the wreck has not
ficials to appear. He said that there troduced to the spectators.
pensatlon for their services until it nature of suggestions and recommen- been
determined.
The
place
should be fixed by the legislature. This dations, will meet with your approval,
were no pending questions of ring proAmong Flynn's seconds is Dr. Rollwhere
it
occurred, was a straight Woman's Board of
decision, however, as far as county of- and if they do that they may be made
to be settled and that the men er, of Seattle, the wrestler.
cedure
Should
Trade
stretch of track. So far as can be
ficers are concerned, is applicable on- to serve as a basis of some uniformiunderstood fully the, rules under
Jack Curley, the promoter, was preBe Given Due Recognition
ly to such officers as were compensat ty of procedure in the various coun- ascertained, the engineer of the Exwhich they would fight.
sented to the crowd.
1
no
train
had
ties
at
omorrow.
the present time.
press
ed by fees or commissions in the past.
warning that the
Johnson Did Not Worry.
Referee Smith then entered the
Some suggestions have been made passenger train was in his way. It
such as the treasurer, assessor, county
There wus a marked diffeience in ring and ordered it cleared as soon as
clerk and sheriff. One of the two by different persons as to the possi- is believed that when he first saw it
The plans for the De Vargas pageant the way the fighters
the last possible in order that the battle might
cases from San Miguel' county was as bility of permitting those officers here- he thought the train was standing on and Plaza Fiesta tomorrow are al! nours before the battle.spent
Johnson de- begin without delay.
tofore
trac-a
to
paid by fees,
retain in their
to the fees of the county clerk, and
parallel
complete. Every indication points to voted lat evening to the
Johnson Accepts the Gloves.
the other as to fees of the district at own hands some portion, if not all of
both events being a success that it
indicated perfect Health. He was
Abe Pollock of Denver, and CochUncsressed.
Many
Passengers
torney. As to the latter the court such fees, with the expectation of havran, of Kansas City, were present as
The fact that many passengers wili be difficult to duplicate or to ex- to meet Fiynu.
held that the office of district attorney ing a settlement or adjustment after were
cel in
to come. The program
Today's fight apparently was not in alternate referees. At the request of
undressed,
generally
delayed in detailyears
was one created by the constitution, i;e legislature snan act, each one
for the pageant was published his mi.id. Fiynu paid his first visit in Johnson, Mrs. Johnson was transferred
ldntlfl-'tiof the dead and
for which no compensation had been holding himself responsible for thej!he
in Tuesday evening's
Xew Mexican several days to the town last night. to another box in order to be nearer
who wel'e unconscious,
JurPd
of
money received. I cannot
provided, and that district attorneys
and it will be adhered to in every re- As he marched about the hotel porch, the champion's corner.
11
At
'cIork
this
believe
morning, there
that this would be desirable
could receive no pay until the legislahis ruddy, sunburned face and spriniiv
Flynn appeared to be in exceptionbodies at local spect.
ture should fix that compensation. The or proper. It would lead to great con-- i "ere 23
The Plaza Fiesta will open prosaic- step indicated perfect health, he was ally good humor and spent much of
court does not class them as county fusion, discrepancies and difficulties, "ndrtaking establishments. Others ally with the rummage sale aad will followed by a mob of fight tans
the time sauntering about the ring
hild ben removed to Elmira.
s
A
officers, however, and the section of and as one of the district attorneys
While the exact weight of the men greeting friends.
wind up poetically in the evening in
vised
of
llst
tne
to
dead
35
stated
will
in
show
me,
it
substance,
the constitution, hereinbefore mentionthe brilliantly illumined Plaza. In fact, will not be recorded until just before
Flynn, espying Mrs. Johnson, shouted, does not aoply to them, hut under would not be in accordance with good deaths at. least. One of the uniden- - all afternoon, there will be throngs in the fight, Johnson probably will
ed: "Ain't you pulling for me, Mrs.
tip
policy or in keeping with hon- - lined dead bodies was that of a young the Plaza who will patronize
other constitutional
the at the beam at 212 pounds and" Flynn at Johnson''"
provisions
they public
est and efficient service to the county woman just married. She had upon
must have salaries and no fees.
The champion's wife smiled but
tractive booths that will face the Pal- 1UU or thereabouts. In other respects
or
and
would
a
her
state,
a
sort
create
of
To those county officers who have
finger
ring bearing the inscrip- ace of the Governors on the north and the men compared physically as fol- said nothing.
carelessness
on
C.
the part of officials tion "F.
M. and A. B...
rot In the past received compensation
The principals then donned
July 3, 1912." will extend around to the east and lows, when measured a few days ago:
the
in any other form than salaries for as tothe illegal and irregular use of On the body of another woman, un- the west.
j
Flynn Height 5 feet 10
gioves. Johnson withdrew his objecinches;
services rendered, the negative clause public money, and such a feeling must identified was found nothing but a
reach 70
inches: neck 17 inches: tion to the gloves provided by the
Many Attractions.
of the sectjon of the constitution inevitably tend towards a disregard pendant set with an amethyist and
will be plenty to eat and to right biceps 15 inches;
There
left biceps ring officials, having
previously orof
exact
the
limitations
of
law.
above referred to, which the court has
three pearls. The body of a little girl ("rink. Refreshments will be served 13
dered a special set for his own use. It
14
inches; right forearm
'
Very respectfully,
held to be self executing,
five or six years old was among the and that at modest figures, on thelinches; left forearm, 12
does not
chest at v.as noticed that the champion wore
FRANK W. CLANCY,
seem to have any application. As far
unidentified dead.
cast side of the Plaza. At the north-- ; rm, 311; full inspiration 411-2- ; waist Lie same striped bath robe that had
as they are concerned they stand as
Attorney General.
cast corner will be the unique Mexi-3-calf 15 inches; given him service in his Reno battle.
thigh 2:;
No Time to Flag Express.
though there were nothing more in
can booth and on the northwest cor- - age 33 years.
Flynn Gets Glad Hand.
4.
Scranton,
Information
Pa.,
July
the constitution on this subject than MOE INTEREST IN PRIZEFIGHT
ner the Indian booth. Between them j Johnson Height ; feet
Flynn was introduced to the crowa
inch:
received
the
by
company
that
says
the order to the legislature to classify
THAT IN TWO CONVENTIONS.
where home-- i each 7.11-inches; neck 17 inches: as the "Fighting Fireman of Pueblo."
train No. 9 had stopped at the Corning1 will be the candy booth
the counties and fix the salaries of
made candy will find ready buyers, right biceps 15 inches:
left bieens Flynn's early reception was duplicatstation
to
allow a freight train:
at-- j 1.1
The New Mexican had large crowd freight
county officers, which it is conceded
ed.
booth
will
and
that
the
13
forearm
inches;
prove
cigar
right
ahead to take a siding when the ex-- j
is not
Bv section 4 of watching hs bulletin boards during
Johnson was then presented as the
tractive to the men. Nearby will be left fore arm 14; chest at rest 40
train
smashed
into
almost1
it
at
press
article XXII of the constitution, all the exciting days of the Baltimore t'utt enaarl Tt to
the flower booth at which fragrant lull inspiration 42
!
champion heavyweight, of the world.
waist
1,..
n..i
laws of the territory, not Inconsistent and Chicago convention, but
The reception was lukewarm
calf 16: age 34 years.
nosegays and boutonniers will be on thigh 26
nothing
was
m
with the constitution, are to remain compared with the crowds that watch
ssle and the wearing of which will bej The fighters did not come to the! The ring was cleared at 2:48 with
a
in
time
to
flagman
the the
in forte as the laws of the state. The ed the prize-figh- t
of honor and local patriot-- ) arena today until just before
twoi Announcer Channon making his final
bulletins this after- crash, the express having prevent
entered the ism badge
laws of the territory fixing the com- noon.
dav. The west side of the o'clock, the time set fur tti fiirht in! remarks, referring to the rules govern- for
the
block
close
behind
the
passenger
pensation of salaried county officers,
for amusements and start. They dressed at their quarters!
train. Nearly all the cars in both pla2a js reserve(j
are no?t inconsistent with the constitu
fun. The band will be stationed part and came to the ringside in autonio-- '
(Continued on Page Four.)
were
trains
and
thrown1
wrecked,
tion, ijind therefore should be censid-- i
of the day near the Lamy fountain, biles.
PROFESSOR
CARRERA
the
across
tracks, breaking down tele- In the
ered a s remaining in. force. This is ap- will be the lunch coun-- i
Flynn Money is "Scarce,
graph wires so that full details are im- ter at pageda
plicalile to county commissioners, pro-- j
There was little gossip as to the1
which sandwiches,
wieners
two resignations
An attachment was run on
possible at this time.
hate judges and county school superin-- j
governor Mcdonald.
doughnuts, deliciotiB coffee, etc., will j condition of the men at the ringside.!
the
of
Dr.
Francis
properties
tendents who receive annual salaries,!
Hiram Hadley, the veteran
be served to al) comers.
Johnson, it was reported weighed 212 v
of the famed
Fearson
Pearand j I can see no objection to their
POUNDED TO DEATH
educator of the Mesilla valley,
The rummage sale will begin at 9 pounds, but with his drying out work
son companys of Texas and
ARGUING MERITS OF TAFT.;a m., the refreshments will be servedithis morning, expected to weigh 211' V former superintendent of pub- continuing to receive the salaries here-Mexico
C.
by Professor Julius
tofore provided. The compensation
he ducked through the ropes.! N lie instruction, has mailed Gov- jfiom 11 a. m. on, the candy booth
Carrera, mining engineer of
of f;he county surveyor I believe can
ernor McDonald his resigna- Teddy Fulwood, an old time resl- - ens at 2 p. m., and the Amusement! Flynn weighed 193 pounds in his quar-- !
El Paso, who at the same time
etil.l continue as heretofore provided
dent of Grant county and who afteril'ark will be in full blast right afterjters this morning, and those of his!
tion as a regent
of
the
Dr.
sued
Pearson
and
Jules
by1 law, although it is not an annual
some years spent in Globe was back the pageant in the afternoon.
friends who talked with him said tha N College of Agriculture and
H. Ilirt for $7500 for services
in Silver City about a year ago, wa.j
Mechanic Arts at Mesilla Park.
he was just 193 pounds of complet"
Maidens in Spanish Costumes.
salary. The legislature in the billi
wlhtch was not annroved hv
rendered in his professional
Marcelino A. Garcia, of Santa
maidens in Spanish cos- confidence in his ability to defeat the
pounded to death with a sledge ham- Forty
dainty
atenW appears to have taken this
capacity. The property
mer by his mining partner eight m les!tume will be flittine about the Plaza 'negro chamnion. He exnecteii tn tab
Fe, has declined the appoint- vieW, as the bill made a provision for S tached is a sodium mill in the
from Globe, Arizona. The partner's and waiting on customers.
ment as a member of the board
They will off a pound or two by two o'clock audi
the' payment of county surveyors fon
Great White
heart of the
name was Tom Hamilton and the quar- - serve ice cream and cake and cold probably will enter the ring weighing
of trustees of the School f;r
their services substantially like the! Sands, Otero county, and
rel between the
friends was drinks; they will sell flowers; they 'a trifle over 190. The extremely light'
the Deaf and Dumb at Santa
e on the statute book, and as far as
x over the nomination of Taft. The offl worth perhaps $40,000.
Fe.
.'betting down town fluctuated a llttlei
S
l on am
informed tie governor made
cers are bunting for Hamilton
around noon. Johnson's reduction of
(Continued "one Page Five.)
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Vault Is of Steel and Fireproof
Lobby Is Trimmed in

Marble.
The Fitst National Dank of Santa
Fe, the pioneer banking establishment
ia New Mexico, founded in ISTo by Lucia n H. Maxwell and numbering on its
long list of directors at various times
many of the most, prominent men in
Hie southwest, has moved into its
handsome new building on the eusr.
side of the pluza within a few feet of
where it opened its doors so many

years ago.
The new building is the final word in
bank architecture possessing beauty

coupled with every modern appliance
for transacting business and keeping
irtact the heavy deposits and securities it tws at all times in its vaults.
It. J. Palen,
.Major
the veteran
banker, who is president of the institution, and the officers and directors,
have spared no expense to make the
institution the most complete in the
southwest, and while the bank is not
as large as several others, its reputation for conservative and absolutely
honest banking 'methods and its long
and honorable reputation as a financial institution, combine to make it the
best banking house in New Mexico.
It is not possible to describe the
in a newspaper
building in detail
article for the building must be seen
to be fully appreciated. A New Mexican
reporter today, was shown through the
institution by President Palen.
The architecture is classic and improves the business portion of the city

greatly. In its entirety, the structure
cost some $50,000. The private offices
and furniture are of mahogany.
The
cashier, teller and their assistants
have bronze covered steel cages in
which lo work so that a robbery would
be an impossibility.
The big vault,
is of an inch and a half steel and
concrete. The vault is absolutely fire
and earthquake proof, it contains two
hundred safety deposit boxes for the
use of patrons of the bank. The vault
i? closed by a steel door weighing
many tons but which Is so delicately
hinged that it opens and closes without a sound. It is locked by forty-fou- r
(hilled steel bars and is operated entirely by a time clock so that the
vault can not be opened before a certain hour designated by the bank officials. The bolls are
so arranged

that

lock on Ihe sides of the door
ou the bottom. They could
not. be dislodged with
the only explosive that could force a
safe cou'd it be done at all. Rock of
the first door is another door with many
bolts and locks. It also is of chilled
steel. There is still a third door for
day use, of chilled steel bars.
In
this vault are 200 modern safety deposit boxes for customers.
The hooks of the bank are kept in
an adjoining vault which is fireproof
and os safely guarded as (lie main
vault. Within that vault, the books(
are encased in steel lockers. There'
is an immense basement underneath
the building which is also fireproof.
In the basement and directly under
fhe big vault is a storage vault in
which are stored the hooks and documents of the bank since 1S70.
Marble is Conspicuous.
The most, conspicuous part of the
handsome lobby is the marble trimmings which have been artistically
p'aced, and the inlaid flooring. Above
the main entrance, is a gallery
There is a private office for the president and another for the cashier,
and a sitting room for ladies..
The
directors have a private room in the
rear of the bank and there are two
private booths for the use of patrons
in which they can transact business in
absolute privacy. Between the president's office and that of the cashier
is a conference room in which officials
and patrons may discuss business matters. Handsome bronze chandeliers, so
placed as to light every inch of the
bank, give a perfect lighting system. There is a lavatory and retiring
room in the rear of the bank. The
lobby is an impressive piece of architecture with lofty columns and
21

and sixteen

nitro-glycerin-

ceil-ing- s.

"Stocking

Room" is New Feature.

feature in New Mexico banking is "the stocking room" for tha
fair patrons of the institution. Major
Palen got the idea in New York and it
has made a hit. All of the banks in
A new

New York City and many of the west-

ern cities have what is jokingly called the "stocking room" which is In
reality a private room set apart for

the

ladies.

The "stocking

room" in

the First National is just to the right
o the entrance and contains a mahogany desk, chairs, a handsome mir-io- r
and other furnishings.
History of the Bank.
"The hank has a long and interest-

ing history," said President Palen today. "I can not give it in detail as
I do not have all the data et hand,
although I told its history in a speech
at a bankers' meeting some time ago.
The institution was founded by Mr.

l
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To filter tne blood is the kidney's
Hubbell Puts Another $50,000 in
j
duty.
Sheep.
Women who bear children and reWhen they fail to do this the kid- Frank A. HubbeV. of Albuqueririe, main healthy are those who prepare
neys are sick.
has completed a deal with Bob Owen their systems in advance of baby's
Backache and most kidney ills fol- for the
sheep on the Owen ranch near coming.
Unless the mother aids
low.
Corona, Lincoln county, and has start- - nature in its
work the crisis
do
the
work.
their
Help
kidneys
ed them overland for his Socorro coun- - finds her system
unequal to the de
Doan's Kidney Pills build up weak
ty ranches. The deal called for near mands made upon it, and she is often
kidneys.
left with weakened health or chronic
Santa Fe people endorse our claim, ly $50,otio.
No remedy is so truly a
ailments.
140 Canon
Manuel Delgado,
St..
Swim River to Get to Dance.
help to nature as Mother's Friend,
Santa Fe, X. Mex., says: "The pub"in the bright lexicon of youth there and n0 expectant mother should fail
lic statement I gave in praise of
K relieves ib Paln and
Doan's Kidney Pills in 1902 still holds is no such word as fail," and when the l? Use.U- y
For four or five years I was jesses Hazel Smith and Rhinetta Cave
f
good.
,
ana
in
.lesse
to
to
a
of
backache
which
attacks
Finlay,
going
subject
1",w","'"'
dance';""
fibre8
"nd
th0S,e
were so severe that I was unable to at Klkins, Chaves county, found the
muscIf whlc?
V
tUre.
I tried various remedies said Pecos at the Flato crossing too high
work.
of
limbs, and soothes the lnflam-LI- "
fnr,i
l,nh,tch-!matioto be cures for such troubles, but
of breast glands. The system
"
nothing benefitted me until I used
luc
T1
being thus prepared by Mother'
Southern Corner Plaza, Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40.
Doan's Kidney Pills. They promptly ciossed on horseback. The return Friend
the crisis
dispels the fear .u'w,
WITH
ALL CASH
PURCHASES. WE GIVE REGISTER TICKETS Droved their worth and effected a trip was made in the same manner in may not be
Mother's
safely met
cure which has been permanent. MytnJ "wee snia' hours o' the night."
Friend assures a speedy and complete
experience with Doan's Kidney Pills
recovery for the mother, and she Is
has been gratifying that I gladly
Wedded at El Paso.
left a healthy woman to enjoy the
recommend them."
Miss L. Clyde Johnson of Lexington, rearing of her
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 Miss., was married to Maurice Xesbitt cnlldMother's
THE TROWEL WITH WHICH WE LAID THE FOUNDATION
centa.
Co., Buffalo, of EI Paso yesterday afternoon at the Prlend 18 Bold at
OF OUR SUCCESS WAS HONESTY.
New York, sole agents for the United home of Mr. and Mrs. Harry Haskell,
Tr.u
'tor.e6'
WE BUY HARDWARE FROM THOSE WHO ARE "ON THE
States.
wher e the bride has been visiting for
LEVEL" WITH US AND WHO STAND BEHIND EVERYTHING
uememner tne name Doan s and the p
WE BUY.
take no other,
son, pastor of the First Methodist
,
v
luiuauic iiiiiui uiaiiuu, ouuj uiau; 015- r
WE ARE "ON THE LEVEL" WITHOUR
CUSTOMERS AND
fT
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
y
Z
gestions of a helpful nature.
STAND BEHIND EVERYTHING WE SELL
LITTLE BROWN HANDS.
Santa 1 c ijci .iui nieu iue
ceremony
BRADFIELD REGULATOR CO., Atluta, Ga.
DEAL WITH US AND YOU WILL GET A DEAL "ON THE SQ
ALFALFA SEED. All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and
(Written by a girl 15 years old, were Mrs. Nesbitt is the daughter of the late
packages
UARE." WE DON'T KNOW HOW AND
DON'T WANT
Dr.
TO
Johnson
of I.ordsburg, X. M., and
pronounced by John Boyle O'Reilly
LEARN HOW TO DO BUSINES ANY OTHER WAY.
the finest he ever read. He published up to several years ago resided in BEES MAKE THINGS
The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe
Mr. and Mrs. Xesbitt left
LIVELY WHILE SWARMING.
them four times, declaring he liked I,ordsburg.
Wood-Davi- s
them better every time he read for Anthony where they will visit Mr.
Xesbitt's ranch.
Insects Alight on Side of Building in
them.)
Phone 14.
If Its Hardware We Have It.
Pnone 14
Rear of Quintana's Store and
Phone Black They drive up the cows from the pasAre
Captured.
ture.
Up through the long, shady lane,
There was considerable excitement
Where the quail whistles loud in the
yesterday afternoon, when a huge
wheat field
swarm of bees descended from the
That is yellow with ripening grain.
Iola
air in the rear of Quintana's store. The
DHDTI A MR E1MEMT Dawson Coal
bee alighted on the side of the
queen
: WHEN YOU CAN GET THE : :
i
EI Toro
Sawed Wood
find
in
the
In some ways we envy Johnson and
They
thick, waving grasses
shed
and
the other bees piled up a
Where the scarlet-lippestrawberry Flynn. They both can afford a chicken couple of feet thick. A staid Santa Fe
dinner.
grows:
citizen was passing along the alley
They gather the earliest snowdrops
at the time and soon found himself
j
And the first crimson buds of the
Juarez is going to be captured (covered with bees. He removed his
rose.
again, says the Albuquerque Herald. coat gently and laying it on the
We object.
Call the roll.
ground, beat a hasty retreat. Resi- - Delivered to your house. Patronize home
industry. Leave orders at
They toss the hay in the meadow
dents in the neighborhood secured a
white
They gather the
KAUNE & CO.'S STORE, PHONE 26.
Mr. Bullitt has been made solicitor hive and after many stings and much
All Kinds of Building Materials.
They find where the dusky grapes general. The remark we could make buzzing, they finally captured the
here is so apparent, we won't make it. swarm of bees. The Santa Fean then
purple
Doors, Red
In the soi'tHinted October light.
,
recovered his coat.
You can't blame the Democrats for
tfard JJ Hickox Street, Near Union Depot.
They know where the applps hang rip- favoring a tariff for revenue only.
Capita! City Bank Bldg.
BAND CONCERT
est
TONIGHT.
1 mnli
ot paying thirty-fivPhone, Red 100
Phone, Red 100
Phone, Red 100
cents, for
Room 26.
"Gen. Mixup, U. S. A.," CharAnd are sweeter than Italy's wines; highballs in Baltimore.
acteristic March.. F. S. Allen
They know where the fruit hangs
"Dream of Spring" Morcean
thickest
LIFE, ACCIDENT, HEALTH, FIRE INSURANCE,
While we admit that the political
Characteristic. . .P. H. Flath
On the
'ong, thorny
blackberry situation is somewhat scrambled, still
AND FIDELITY BONDS. Writes all the Modern
"America" Overture" on Nat'l
vines.
we are banking somewhat on the Lord
Policies at Lowest Rates.
Airs
Theo.
Moses
and a big crop this fall.
V
Melodies'"
Med.
"Southern
of
They gather the delicate seaweeds,
PHONE 85 MAIN.
Plantation Songs
And build tiny castles of sand:
And to think how we have been
Mackie Beyer
They pick up the beautiful seashells compelled to slight our poor old con
a u t y' s
For Sale, Improved and Unimproved City Property and Or"Be
D r e a m Valse
AND
Fairy barks that have drifted to gress. Did it do anything while the
D'Amour ..Lester W. Keith
chards. Ranches With and Without Improvements.
A
land.
conventions were on tap?
"Ain't You Coining Out ToSWASTIKA LUMP
FACTORY WOOD
Or. Phone No. ied 76
For
Full
Information Call,
Barn Dance
A night?"
LUMP
SAWED WOOD
They wave from the tall, rocking treeNow that he has time to think it all
Henriette Blanke Belcher
STEAM COAL
tops,
CORD WOOD
over, we wonder if Mr. Parker real- "Rubber Plant Rag"
hammock-nes- t
Where "the oriole's
A Stretcherette
ANTHRACITE COAL, ALL
jizes just what kind of a package A
swings,
Brother Bryan feally handed him.
Geo. L. Cobb
Montezuma Avenue, near A., T. & S. F. Railroad Depot
And at night-timere folded in
"You Can't
Expect Kisses
slumber
From Me," Medley Two-SteIt is a hopeful sign that the last
By a song that a fond
mother batch of state weeklies, gave more
Lewis Monaco.
B. RAMIREZ, Director.
sings.
space to the Fourth of July plans in
their resinective towns than to the bis
tnose wno ton Dravely are strongest, conventions and the prize fight.
tne nuniDie and poor become great:
State of Ohio, city of Toledo,
And from those brown- - handed chil
A London paper is authority for the
Successor to
ID
dren
Lucas count..
statement that 3,000 stray dogs are
Shall grow mighty rulers of state.
MORGAN LIVERY CO.,
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that he
gathered up in that big city every
THESE DAYS OF MODERN METHmonth. Hie paper however, remains is senior partner of the firm of F. J.
The pen of the author and states silent as to
FIRST-CLAS- S
the high cost of sausage. Cheney & Co., doing business in the
ODS, Electricity plays a most impoman.
City of Toledo, County and State
rtant part. The grandfather would
The noble and wise of our land
A little Santa Fe girl who knew aforesaid, and that said firm will pay
Also First-Clas- s
The sword and the chisel and palette,
Hacks, Busses and Baggage Wagons
DOLsum
of
HUNDRED
ONE
the
about
encores
found fault with
be amazed at the radiance of the modnothing
Shall be held in the little brown the audience
at a recent school en- LARS for each and every case of Ca- ern home and why all this light? To
hand.
Phone Main 139
310 San Fracisco St.
tertainment. "I know we didn't make tarrh that cannot be cured by the use
Uncle Remus' Magazine. one
o
HALL'S
CATARRH
CURE.
she
mistake,"
make the home more homelike to make
exclaimed, "and yet
SANTA FE, N. M.
FRANK J. CHENEY.
they made us come out and sing it all
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
"
Sworn to before me and subscribed
over again."
to my presence, this Cth day of Dennmun
for father, mother and children. Good light
ftnuumu inc
A traveling man, who stopped off at cember, A. D. 1S8G.
1
HACK
that is easy on the eyes is very much to be
A. W. CLEASON,
Embudo on a recent trip is authority (Seal)
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT
for the statement that he sat down on
Notary Public
desired.
Prom
Fame.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken inter
a case of eggs to wait for the D. & R.
La Salle
A new town in Chaves
has
county
TAOS
BARRANCA
een named "McDonald", in honor of G.'s daily passenger train and he nally and acts directly upon the blood
hatched out fourteen chickens before and mucous surfaces of the system.
CHAS. GANN, Prop.
Meets Both North South Governor McDonald.
the train arrived.
It was only late. Send for testimonials, free.
II.
Telephone
Bounds Trains.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
Land Applications Increasing.
Two Doors Below P. Andrews Store.
Leaves Barranca on the arrival of
Sold by all druggists, 7oc.
On behalf of the press
The United States land office at
extend
wj
Regular Meals 25 cents.
the north bound train and arrives at Roswell
Take Hall's Family Pills for
that since the passage our thanks to Orozco i nd Huetta for
reports
Rooms for Pent 25c ana 50c.
Taos at 7 p. m.
el the new three-yea- r
homestead law, delaying that battle until after the
Short Orders at All Hours.
Ten miles shorter than any other applications for land tracts have great- h:S conventions and we promise to
publish exceptionally long and flowery
BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00 way. Good covered hacks and good ly increased.
teams. Fare $5.00 round trip. Teami
obituaries shou'd they stop a bullet NEW STATE BAGGAGE AND
frencn Noodle Order TOc. a disn,
furnished cotnmereal men to take In Woman Accused of Picking Pocket. during the fight.
TOTHINQ IS QUITE SO CONVEN
ew York Chop Suey BOc
EXPRESS LINE.
the surrounding tons. Wlr E'.nbudo
Lena Paxton, colored, was arrested
IENT as to touch the button and
at Las Vegas by Special Officer WillStation.
WELL NAMED.
161.
Red
iam Reed charged with lucking the
do
you call this new tire of
'Why
your stove is ready to cook your
pockets of Tom Broman. She was yours the Mexican?" asked Slathers. Leave Orders at Butt Bros. Drug Store
iron
uuuuu over 10 tne granu jury under "Is it made of Mexican rubber?"
ready to use, your toasted
$1,000 bond.
"Oh, no!" said the inventor. "I call
ready for the hurried breakfast, your vacuit that because it is capable
of inum cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
Charged With Taking Goods.
numerable revolutions without wearVictor Ramirez was arrested at El ing out."
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heatPaso Monday afternoon by the police
Rooms With Bath,
ed rooms. Electricity will do every thing
$1.50 and $2.00 Per Day
on a charge of theft.
It was alleged
At the Plaza Fete?
for you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
Two old friends met in the
that Romirez attempted to carry away
e
Estimates and full inforsome goods from the Globe store on
on the way to business one
day and
'
Overland street.
mation cheeerfully given.
morning.
"What's the matter with your wife,
old man?" asked No. 1.
Two People Slashed.
As a result of a free for all fight
"Oh, she had a terrible shock yesMonday night at El Paso, Jose Maria terday!" came the reply.
is
No. l looked sympathetic.
and Rosendo Maes were slashed with
knives and are in a serious condition
"Well, what happened?" he asked.
ac the respective
homes.
"Why, she was taking part in a
Abraham
Saldana and Pampilo Salas were ar- rummage sale. It was a very warm
one of
priced
rested in connection with the affray. day, and she took off her best hat and
laid it down on a table."
will
be
New
you
work.
4 Horse Power
"Yes?" queried No. 2.
Burned Bridge Delays Trains.
room
Annex,
some
$165.00
PRICE,
"Well,
Because of a burned bridge on the
nood'e of a woman sold
Arizona division of the
Santa Fe it for a quarter.
Magneto.
Imported
A MM
without a doubt with trouble
coast lines, passenger
and freight
i tt at the factory.
traffic was badly disarranged yesterjust Drunk Estevan Romero snent Made
day. Train No. 10 did not reach here tne nignt in the cooler for being mere
until this morning. A stub Xo. 10 was iy drunk.
sent out of Albuquerque carrying lo
FURNITURE REPAIRING AND
cal passengers.
Thirty years' of experience in
STENZEL ECZEMA LIQUID
UPHOLSTERING.
tailoring in seme of the largest
Dam Washed Out Near Springer.
The high waters of the Cimarron
A clear white liquid for
104
J
cities in Europe and America.
cleansing
You cannot get up to date printing
SANTA FE, N.
157 W.
You cannot get up to date printing river washed out a small section of purifying and healing skin and scaip
Telephone
I
RELIABLE.
AND
LENT
l.V.
Mi,
the dam three miles east of Snrineer. diseases.
unless you have
material unless you have
material
101
Avenue. PASH DI .OS., Agts., Santa Fe.
Stops itching or burning instantly;
and faculties. The New Mexican and facilities. The New Mexican Colfax county, emptying the reservoir.
Washington
It will not pay you to watte yojr
was done by the rush of cures eczema permanent.
Printing Company has both, and ai Printing Company has both, and at No damage
All legai blanks prepared according time writing out your legal form
A few days after usintr th T.lnnM
the same time expert mechanics. Your the same time expert mechanics. water, and as the farmers of that sec
Phone Black 223.
tion can rely on the upper ditch, direct the disease begins to disappear.
to liKi Staiutes of New Mexico, new when you can get them already printorders are always assured personal at Your orders are always assured
ed at the New Mexican Printing
per from the river for irrigation, they will
for.a. for 3a'e by the
Price
In
Sold
$1.
Santa Fe by
tentlon.
sonal attention.
Goods Called for and Delivered. State
suffer no loss. The concrete was
( oxiran P inting Company.
Company.
Drug Co. and Zook's Pharmacy.
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Leave Santa Fe at 8:50 p. m. to con20th, and on the 21 the General w;as and most favorable point from which TIMETABLE ALL
nect with No. S eastbound and No. 9
extensive
a copy of to enjoy the wondcrfuly
the
furnished
with
map,
OF OLD
LOCAL TRAIN westbound.
which is sent to the Adjutant General. view around the whole circle of the
Returning, arrive at Santa F?, 11:20
The site selected and marked on the horizon.
The following are the Ujis table
p. m.
of
heart
tit)0
the
within
Fort
is
From
yards
The Panoramic View
map
of the local railroads:
cut-of- f
of the town and is from tin to loo feet j
Passengers for the BeKn
Marcy.
"A. T. & S. F. Ry."
and Pecos Valley points shouii novv
The contour of the ground
above it.
In the extent and variety of ils
Leave
leave at 3:30 p. m. instead of 7 20 as
is unfavorable for the trace of a panoramic views, the heights crowned
S:10 a. m., to connect With No. i
e
heretofore.
Connection leaves
First Point Generally Occup- regular work, but being the only point by o'd Fort Marcy. at Santa Fe, are westbound and No. 10 eastbound.
at 7:o5 p. m. instead of 2:2u
which commands the entire town and absolutely
One may travel
unUpie.
T?...
.
ied by Indians in Attack which is itself commanded by no null
Li . J.V
t I'j.ui
,
, ,
in. kuiiiiuij, qiimc oau tlfc
a. in.
..., uiriin
in iufdii mm iivjin uj
mpdid
not
to
recomhesitate
we
to
other,
Gulf of Mexico
the "Frozen Sea,"
on Santa Fe
D. & Ft. G. Ry.
u':lve Santa Fe at 3:30 p. m. to
mend it.
The recommendation was but nowhere will he find their conn-- j
Leaves lu:0." a. m. for north.
approved. On the 22nd we submitted terpart. The lofty summits of the connect with No. 1 westbound and No.
Arrive 4:'2u p. m. from north.
OCCUPIED BY GEN. KEARNY a complete plan of the work which lilue. Kidge and the Alleghanies, of the - eastbound.
was also approved. It is comp.it ed for Rockies and the Sierra Nevada, afford
Hetjrnmg arrive at Santa Fe C P.
Leave Santa Fe at G: 20 ;). m. to co
NEW MEXICO Cfc.JTRAL RY
a garrison of 280 men. On the 2:!rd wonderful views of natural grandeur
-- Y - V
fit on any
II
1 wesibou; l and No. 4
No.
with
nect
work
was
with
a
commenced
the
snmll
anu
From
Leave
12:45 p. :n., connects filth
View
Eminence
a:l the magniiicence ami suimmn.v
Sweeping
No. 4 east and 1 south and
force; on the 27th 100 laborers were of mountain scenery. From the spire eastbound.
Q.D. Clincher
in All Directions One of
set at work on it, detailed from the of some lofty church or the tower of
4:13 p. m. with connections
Returning arrive Santa Fe at S:35
Rim
Interest.
from No. 3 east.
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The Republicans
of New
Mexico must get busy.
They must get together and
work like blazes to carry the
election this fall.
It is a condition and not a
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X calling itself Socialist is anywhere a
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or both. In Gerconditions,
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where
many,
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are most,
mere theory that confronts X
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X impressive and where its growth has
The Democrats have main- - V been most rapid, the Socialist vote
taineda campaign bureau at X is mainly a protest against the sysSanta Fe ever since the last X tem of government. Tile people are
campaign and it has been do- - X discontented becauselwy are deri.id
'
X adequate
ing effective work.
repre'senlation;
because
The Progressives, too, have X even the
representatives they are perV been busy
and are quietly X mitted
to the national legisla'buying up newspapers that the X ture have little influence on account
, v Republicans should never have X of the
lack, of responsibility cf the
permitted to slip out of their X government to
The Gerparliament.
X
hands,
The situation is quite dif- - X man people are tired of being govferent from the days of the X erned from above, and have a natural
X territorial
elections X desire to govern themselves. Hence
regime;
N have to be carried in a differ- - X the Social Democratic vote, which at
ent way.
X the general election of 1S87 was
rose by 1907 to 3,259,919, repreIt will require organization, X
X senting more than a full third of all
effort, means, energy.
The organization must let in X the German electors. But the German
new blood, young blood. It X Social Democratic party had in 1911
must be reorganized.
of
Tjhere X only 837,000 recorded members,
must be less plotting and more X whom lfix.noo were women, so that
planning; less chicanery and X only 729,000 of the Social Democrat
more real work; less bulldoz- - X voters were avowed Socialists.
With
ing and more system; less X us the conditions are entirely different
selfishness and more cohesion. X A vote cast for the Socialist ticket at
The Republicans
of New X the Presidential e'ection is a vote
Mexico can be united but some X thrown
away so far as any immediateX persons must give way.
No X
ly practical result is concerned.
It
X matter how hard and unself-- X
may, therefore, be accepted as a more
X ishly they have fought, no mat- - X
indication
than would
X ter how great their deserts X trustworthy
be a similar vote in Germany of the
X and how unjust their retire- - X
X ment at this time, the party is X strength of Socialistic ideas among
our people. If the vote of 190S is to
X greater than any one of its X
X members; the triumph of Re- - X be accepted as an accurate measure
X publican principles is more im- - X of the Socialist strength in the United
X portant than the vindication X Stales, we have to deal with 434,618
X or rewarding of any leaders. X votes out of a total of 14,SSS,442, or
X If any group, stand in the way X nearly 3 per cent of the whole. If the
X of party
success
they must X expectation be fulfilled that we shall
yield leadership and fight in X have in 1912 a Socialist vote of 2,000,-00out of an estimated total of
'X the ranks.
X
or about 13 per cent, the growIn short, the present Repub- - X
X
X lican organization must get in- - X ing strength of the protest against esX to the game and get into It X tablished institutions which such
a
X now. Possibly it would be best X vote would clearly indicate manifestly
X to call direct primaries in X demands attention.
X which all Republicans, no mat- - X
The editor of the "North American
X ter what they call themselves, X Review" devotes an
article to this subX should be permitted to partici- - X
in the July number, in which he
ject
X pate, to select delegates to an X
useful service of analyX early state convention and at X performs the
X the same time to express pref- - X zing what hecalls the latest declaraX erence for a candidate for Con- - X tion of doctrines made by the Socialist
X gress.
X party in the hope of winning a more
X
This seems the best way to X general support from the American
X settle dissension and factional X people. The promise from which the
X differences.
Let the Republi- - X Socialist agitation starts is that "the
X can voters decide directly, and X overwhelming majority of the people
X there will be a united Repub- - X of America are being forced under a
X lican party and that means a X yoke of bondage by soulless industrial
X victorious
Republican
party, X despotism." The first stage of the
X this fall.
x proposed remedy consists in the desX
truction of the representative system
by vesting the power of legislation in
the mass of the people, retaining onTHE FIESTA.
a semblance of representative govThe work that the Womans' Board ly
ernment in the lower branch of Conof Trade is doing year in and year out
gress, the upper being previously abofor the community is deserving of lished, whose
members would be submore than passing recognition.
Toto recall. The people, meaning
morrow is the time to show this band ject
the majority of voters, are to pass upof
public spirited, un- on the
constitutionality of the laws
selfish women that Santa Fe appreciates them and their activity. Not which they enact, and popular govthat the proceeds of the Plaza Fiesta ernment is to be established on the
will reward these workers individually bench as well as in the haMs of legisor jointly. The sum realized goes lation by the abolition of the Federal
right back into channels for the bene- district courts and the I'nited States
fit of the old town for which these Circuit Court of Appeals, and by the
patriotic women are unceasingly busy election of all the remaining judges
with a spirit that ought to shame the for short terms. Direct hire of labor
men. The public library, the beautiful or the award of contracts to
plaza, the unostentatious but. effective
groups of workers is to be the
charity work, the many public enter- rule in a'l Government work; mini
prises in which the Woman's Hoard mum wage scales are to be established
of Trade has been and is taking more as also
pensions and the enthan an active interest, all will be forcement upon the State and all embeneficiaries of whatever you spend ployers of a system of insurance
tomorrow in the plaza. What is sigagainst industrial diseases, accidents
nificant too, value received will be and death "without cost to the workfor
given
every penny that is spent. ers." There is to be immediate Gov
That is the woman's way of doing and ernment relief of the
characteristic especially of the Wom- the extension of useful unemoplyed by
public works,
an's Board of Trade. What these the establishment of
employment bu
women have accomplished for the comreaus and the lending of money by the
munity is still an unwritten book but nation to States
and municipalities,
a big one, and Santa Fe can never bewithout interest, for the purpose of
gin to repay them. It can help itself
on public works. There is
however, and show due appreciation carrying
and Just a little recognition of the also to be co'lective ownership and
Democratic management of railroads,
untiring endeavors of this widely famous band of women workers who are telegraphs, telephones and all other
doing more each day than any other Similar agencies and of all large scale
the
agency to make Santa Fe beautiful industries. The municipalities,
and a better place to live in. Turn States or the Federal Government
out to the Plaza Fiesta, spend freely must, moreover, acquire all grain ele
and demonstrate that those not of the vators, stock yards, storage wareWoman's Board of Trade are at least houses, banks, newspapers and all diswith it and for it:
tributing agencies. Finally, the public
domain is to be so extended as to inmines, quarries, oil wells, forests
The retirement of Professor E. A. clude
and water powers, in addition to the
Sofrom
Drake
the editorship of the
corro Chieftain, emphasizes the fact collective ownership of land wherever
that it is possible to issue a snappy, practicable.
clean, intelligent weekly newspaper
That the principal news in today's
economically end consistently. The"
Chieftain is widely quoted, is influen- daily papers is about the prizefights
tial and interesting and considering is a peculiar sidelight on the advance
all the circumstances
might well of civilization in the I'nited States in
serve as a model enterprise that has the Twentieth Century and explains
pcid well in serving a community and many things about political and industhe cause and principles of the Re- trial conditions that otherwise might
puzzle the visitor from Mars.
publican party.
ct
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old-ag- e

back a most enthusiastic booster for
New Mexico, his last words being that
he had never spent a vacation so delightfully pleasant or one which seemed to be of greater benefit to him
physically.

$3 50

A STUDY IN CHARACTER.
The school garden, just west of the
New Mexican building, is a delight to
the eye.
It is at the same time a study in
character; in eharaeier as it is being
formed by boys and girls right here
in Santa Fe.
There are plots in that garden that
are being cared for every day with an
energy and intelligence that mark
their caretakers for success early in
life. There are other plots that carry
every mark of neglect and carelessness. There are plots to prove that
they were attacked with enthusiasm
but in which the interest
quickly
waned; while there are other plots
that show grim determination to make
a success no matter under what ad
verse circumstances or how much
drudgery it demands.
If a businessman or an employer
were to pick out a boy or girl for his
store or his shop, and he were to
make his choice from among the caretakers of plots in this school garden,
whom would he be likely to choose?

Mr. and Mrs. F. B. Schwentker and
their two children arrived this morning intheir motor car from Albuquerque, accompanied by Prof. J. E. Clark
o'' Santa Fe. All started in at once to
enjoy the fishing, which is at its prime

money-transmitti-

ng

POLICE STOP BIG FIGHT
length. Police stopped the fight.
AT LAS VEGAS.
ROUND 9. Johnson Held F:ynn at
arm's length in an attempt to safeContinued irom rase One.
guard himself against the Colorido
OFFICERS.
man's constant butting. Flynn finally
R. J. PALEN, President.
J. B. READ. Cashier.
ing the contest.
got in close, jumped a foot in the air
After the men had discussed these and landed with the
L. A. HUGHES,
F. McKANE, Assistant Cashier.
top of his hei.1
rules, time was then called at 2:49.
the
against
negro's jaw. Jim Coles,
ROUND 1. "Will you shake hands, city marshall of Las
Vegas, realizing
asked
as
,iacK.'
he opened the that, flip rpfor
Hynn,
uimaA iqh,
ON
battle by rushing into a clinch. "Gel" the contest on a foul, hurled into
retorted the black. Flynn kept iu ring and brought the battle to the
an
uui jonnson easny avoided nis end. Referee Smith
thereupon gave
rt u
,m.1" Ule the decision to Johnson. Johnson was
7
'
'"s an, given a terrific cheer while the crowd
Zr'n. tV ring "'im"
and hooked his left to velltd it wrath
,
the ear and a moment later flung o '
hard short arm i,,it ,r. o,.,
No Flynn Money In Chicago.
smiled constantIv
and f "ht
Chicago, 111., July 4. The heavy.
great care. Flynn backed thp uppp..
against the ropes and the champion veight Championship fight between!
rewarded him with a right that cut a Jack Johnson and Jim Flynn at Las
gasu unuer ins lett eye. Round '"&ao iuuy was a matter oi little
S. A. A KINS,
Proprietor.
terest to local sporting men last night
Johnsons.
there has been any bettinS here
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT.
ROUND 2. As Flvnn rushed, John-!I- f
AMERICAN AND, EUROPEAN PLAN.
son simply grasped him about tha W01'th taklnS n''ce of it has not
and held him at bay, all the con)e knownLEADING COMMERCIAL HOTEL.
The "BIack Belt" where 2 years ago
while grinning like an ape.
there
was
a
of
frenzy
The champion pecked at the fire-!time,
Governor Oswald "West of Oregon
'
uas oeen little or no
called out the militia this week to man's face with lefts, and as thev .
European Rate, $1.00 and up,
because
there is no Flynn
netting
Mvi
clinohPrt
nnnpvmt
T,p,niv
close up a road house. There was
money in sight. A few bets have been
American Plan, $2.50 and up,
no warrant in law for it, but he placed rights to the jaw. The champion toyed
made the odds being 2 to 1 on the
the hostelry under martial law. He with i ynn, twice more shooting right
champion. There was considerable
merely issued a proclamation closing uppercuts to the jaw, one of which
in downtown
sporting places
sent
the
fireman's
the tavern because of its unsavory rep
head back. Clearly betting
on
YVolgast-Riverthe
match with
uiation, and when the proprietor would Indicated that it was to be a battles of
not obey, he used the military to en- - words as well as blows, both men time the former ruling as light favorite.
or
Rooms en
force his will. Governor West made and again exchaneed the us ial renartp
NO
PRESBYTERIANS
AND
Local
it stick! Some people call this high with the spectators.
PROLong
Flynn's mouth
Landed lawlessness, others applaud. bled as he took his seat. He appeared
HIBITIONISTS THERE.
co!d
It all depends on the point of view. very much worsted
Tombstone, Arizona, July 4. Tomb
during the three
Aiier an, tne nmuauons oi
stone
was
of
minutes
hit a severe blow when the
fighting in this round.
tions ano oi law are very eiasnc wnen
ROl'XD 3. Flynn cut short a witty news was brought into camp that
LARGE. FREE SAMPLE ROOMS IN CONNECTION.
a strong executive places himself on
Woodrow Wilson had received the nothe side of decency, morality and has remark of Johnson by twice hooking mination for
on
Demthe
president
ibis right to the jaw. This stopped
public sentiment behind him. That is
ocratic ticket. Tombstone has been
the reason why some communities can the black who cut loose with short so saturated with
Champ Crark senrid themselves of evils and can en- right, uppercuts, to the jaw. Johnson timent
that one could hardly get up
la
force ordinances and statutes that oth- bled slightly from the mouth as he and down
for the "houn' dawg"
town,
from
a
the
emerged
er communities find themselves impomixup,
but Fiynn spat blood in a stream as was everywhere, but he is totally in- tent to check.
seclusion now. Tombstone
received
ihp rliammnn nnf hit; month anA
SANTA FE NEW MEXICO.
the announcement of Wilson's nomine,
The Republican platform recognizes with a volley of right and left
lion with as much enthusiasm as one
A
of
the
backbone
is
that the farmer the
swings.
might expect at a funeral, because the
nation; that all other interests are subROt'XD
Flynn rushed in close
of Tombstone think that
ordinate to the tilling of the soil; and was met with the customary rain Democrats
Ts the one man who can
never
Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled. Rooms en suit with
that if crops are plentiful the nation of right and left uppercuts to the face. Wilson
get votes.
can calmly face hard times otherwise. At that it seemed as if the
private baths. Electric light, Steam Heat,
champion
In plain words, the Republican plat- was
inhimself
Central Location.
in
check.
He
holding
the
form declares for
TIME TABLE ALL
with
few
a
stomach
dulged
Flynn
man who wants to till the soil and inTHOS. DORAN,
Large Sample Rooms.
trying to protect his
LOCAL TRAIN
sists that the nation should make it taps, scarcely
from Flynn's attacks.
body
who
man
to
prothe
finance
easy
The following are the time tabiea
Johnson
shoved his
constantly
duces the crops. In New Mexico esof the local railroads:
pecially, this plank of the Republican stomach and invited him to blaze
"A. T. & S. F. Ry."
platform should appeal to the thou- away, which convulsed the spectators,
Leave
sands of homeseekers who have been Flynn elicited a great cheer, when he
8:10 a. m., to connect w.th No. o
trying under adverse circumstances to rushed the black to the ropes and
create farms out of lands that up to a planted a solid left to the jaw. The westbound and No. 10 cast'oound.
few years ago were deemed fit only for round ended with Flynn's face covered
Returning, arrive Santa Fe at 12:10
i&
p. m.
grazing and often poor grazing at that. with blood.
Leave
This plank alone should increase the
round.
Fe
Santa
Johnson's
at 3:30 p. m. to
Hot & Cold Baths.
Electric Lights
Furni&hed rooms in connection.
Republican vote in eastern New MexiROUND 5. Johnson came up non- connect with No. 1 westbound and No.
co manifold.
G. Ll'PE HERRERA.
111 Saa Francisco Street
chalantly, turning his head to the i eastbound.
::
Prep.
Returning arrive at Santa Fe 6 p. m
spectators, and hardly noticine his
Roswell
Leave Santa Fe at 6:20 p. m. to co
The Democratic
M,'orning white
antagonist.
banged
F'ynn
News still feels weak in the knees. away at the stomach, but this Johnson nect with No. 7 westbouni and No. i
It has its doubts about the
covered up and shot four lefts to the eastbound
ticket and says
face in quick succession, varying it
Returning arrive Santa Fe at 8:35
"The News does not believe that with a left
to the jaw, Flynn, p. m.
uppercut
Wilson
in the selection of Governor
Leave Santa Fe at 8:50 p. m. to cod
at close quarters, lauded half a dozen
tbe delegates to the Baltimore convenon the stomach, but Johnson nect with No. S eastbound and No. If
punches
tion made the strongest vote getting
smiled and again made no ap- westbound.
IS YOUR PROPERTY FULLY PROTECTED?
nomination that, could have been made only
to protect his
Returning, arrive at Santa F?, 11:30
and it will require the united efforts, ' parent attempt
m.
p.
Johnson aroused the crowd to
etc. The platform upon which Wilcut-of- f
Passengers for the Belen
-son and Marshall are to run it damns merriment by releasing Flynn's hold
and Pecos Valley points shoui3 no
with faint praise, saying; "The plat- and clapping his own gloves together
leave
3:30
at
7
Mke
m.
a
instead of 20 as
p.
happy school girl. "I can't fight
form upon which Governor Wilson is
to make his canvass is a good one in while he's holding me" shouted Flynn, heretofore. Connection leaves Allm
the main." After all, the News reFlynn butted with his head three querque at 7:55 p. m. instead of 2:2i
flects the feelings of every thoughtful times and then claimed that Johnson a. m.
SANTA FE, N. M.
GENERAL AGENTS.
Democrat. The Republicans need but made it justifiable by holding him.
D. & R. G. Ry.
m
get together and they will give Taft a Klynn was severely reprimanded for
Leaves 10:05 e. m. for north.
bigger popular majority and electoral deliberately b itting
the champion
Arrive 4: '20 p. m. from north
vole than he received four years ago. and it looked aa jf ne wag
geeldng a
to
stem
" ... .v. loophole
the beating being
,
.
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL RY
v...s
administered by the black. Johnson
new state normal school, and yet, ac dazz'ed the fireman
Leave 12:45 p. a., connects with
I
with
his
speed,
cording to the report of Superintend-- ! landing left and
to the face and No. 4 east and 1 south and west
right
it
ent Mersfelder of Curry county, .has;
EDDY DELGADO, PROPRIETOR.
Arrive 4:15 p. m. with connection
Flynn again was warned for butting.
MANUFACTURER OF
from No. 3 east.
paid thus far this year only $300 cut
time
the
jThis
champion
objected
of $S00 of poll tax due.
Other disPILLOW TOPS, NAVAJO PATTERNS,
MEXICAN
RUGS,
BLANKETS,
"Hes
was
me'
holding
tricts in the same county have paid strongly.
s excuse. Johnson,
FOR SALE A lot of second nana
Both Native and Germantown Wool Used.
maddened,
in their full hundred per cent, some l lynn
Orders Taken and Promptly Filled.
have done even better. There certain- landed a volley of straight left and belting, hangers, pulleys, ana shaftSend for Price List.
to the face, fairly be- ing; one 12 horse power and one 22
ly must be a lack of public spirit or right punches
119 Don Gaspar Avenue.
horse
Leffel
power
Engine, :lrst clas?
something else in the Magic City that wildering Flynn. Then he stopped
would permit 500 citizens out of 800 himse'f, apparently with a view to condition; one 40 horse power locoto escape paying a dollar a year poll prolonging the contest. Flynn's sec- motive type boiler capable of carrying
tax for the benefit of the public onds also warned him to cease beat- 75 pounds of steam, pass :J upon by
Boiler Inspector; radiators, stcaa
ing when he sat the round end out.
schools.
AN UNUSUAL
INSURANCE CONTRACT
ROUND 7. Johnson played with piping and valves; a f,0 gallon goso
THE RELIANCE FAMOUS " SELF SUSTAINING " POLICY
Roy Bedichek of Denting, the well the Puebloan as a kitten would with line tank, with other sundry items.
known publicist, in the last number of a mouse. He landed fully a dozen Any oi these items will be sold cheap
It is Self Sustaining After the Tenth Year.
The Most Liberal Proposition Written.
"The Public" of Chicago, has an ar- rapid fire rights and lefts to the face If taken at once. If Interogte.l
It Has a Return Premium Provision.
a
Has
This
Alone Is Worth tbe Price.
Clause.
Total
It
Disability
the New Mexico Printing Comticle on the single tax in which he and at the same time placed himself
Let Us Explain It to You.
defends what virtually amounts to con- iu a position to withstand Flynn's pany, Sant Fe. New Mexico.
CA PITAL CITY
GENERAL AGENTS
HALL & HALL ROOM 21,BAN
K BLLG.
fiscation. The argument is not very butting tactics.
"Wait a minute," cried" the champion
convincing; the New Mexican is willLet Him Know It If you are out of
ing to follow as far as taxing the un- to a spectator, who had shouted for a position, you must let the employer
earned increment is concerned, but as him to end it. F.'ynn bled
profusely know it. A want advertisement in the
to taking away a man's land holdings from the nose as Johnson beat a ness and
professional man in the city
altogether without compensation, that healthy tattoo with left and right to and county and a great many in the
is a horse of a different color. It is that organ.
Flynn failed to land a state. If you have any special talpaying too high a price for the preven- glove on the
the black's de- ent, do not hide it under a bushel.
champion,
tion of land speculation.
fense proving impregnable.
Johnson
THE BEST EQUIPPED GARAGE IN THE CITY
made
Subscribe
blood fairly
flow as he
for the Santa Fe New
"Father will win," was the exclama- rained the
DOES ALL KINDS OF MACHINE WORK
the
and
Mexican,
lefts.
boosts
el!
paper 'hat
rights
tion of William Jennings Bryan, Jr.,
ROUND 8. Flynn again tried to of the time and works for the
Cor.
nr,
REPAIRING OF EVERY DESCRIPTION
And
Denver.
at
when interviewed
ONLY EXPERIENCED MACHINISTS
that is all there was to the Baltimore butt and was thrice warned. The building cf our new State.
Seligman
round was very much like its pre
convention, a question of individual
and
It will not pay you to waste
Cars to Hire by Hour, Day or Night.
rivalrv for leadership. The neonle and decessors, with Johnson uppercutting
Water
the nation were secondary considera-- ! and Flynn butting tviciously at the tiem writln? out your legal
ONLY MODERN GARAGE IN THE CITY.
THE
Sts.
u:
same time losing a world of blood. when you can get them already r
tions.
Phone your call.
the best service at ail times.
Giving
Flynn was helpless in the champion's ed at the New Mexican Pric
ON HAND.
. SUPPLIES OF EVERY DESCRIPTION
j
Subscribe for the Santa Fe New hands and for the tenth time in this Company.
Mexican, the paper that boosts all o( round was warned, the referee, adding:
tbe time and works for the upbuild- "once more and I'll disqualify you."
New Mexican want ada
aj
Johnson held the fireman at arm's brings result.
ing at our new State.
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Meals, 50 Cents.
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suite with
without private bath.
Distance
and
Telephones in
rooms. Hot and
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steam heat, electric lights.
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The Montezuma Hotel,
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"grub-staking-
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Coronado Restaurant
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Night.
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Think About It!

Then Act!
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Mrs. Mateo Lujan Las egas Upue.
F)
State Engine
PERSONAL KEHTIOR
will leave this evening inr Doming to
O
look after good mads work. Recent
IN
rains have to some extent damaged
FRATERNITY.
the new roads in the Mimbres valley,
If I could write one little word
Harold Hurd, receiver at t he land
office, leaves today for Port Riley,
Upon the hearts of men,
BEGINNING JULY FIRST AND RUNNING ALL THE WEEK,
I'd dip into the fount of love
Kansas, where he has ben ailed for
of
niOlltll
He
r
Lii.
intends
to.
And write witti golden pen
duty temporal lly.
We
on
of
resume the joum
to Maine on
Oiie little word, ;iiul uu!y one,
Ready-toWe- ar
of
And feel life's work ou eafth well visit. Roswell
John Milne, su;"i;H,.,u!entv.A..:MRS.
done:
All
go
hiiiimi-iinCity S!k:o;s has gone to
For every heart would speak to me
one-ha- lf
will
Santa
he
where
it
Fe.
fl mom.
Ave,
s
f
Hat one sweet worn, "fraternity"
her of the board of examiners and
on teachers' examination papers. c.iifirters will be has not yet been
pass
ne angei inrong would sing u sons1
Herald.
tt rniimd. It is the rebel
to
The sweetest ever heard,
Mike Stanton, manager of the Elks' cut the railroad
ia every direction
1': they could read in human heart
opera house in Santa Fe. accompanied around Chihuanua as soon as tile ted-bThat previous litt'e word,
lake Levy, and family, drove in erais enter, which however, will be
For kindly thoughts and kindly deeds
morning from the Capital- City. !;;yed .several days because seveiai
Are treasures more than crowns and The
trip was made in Mr. Stanton's bridges in the first HI miles will have
creeds
io be destroyed
touring car. Las Vegas Opiic.
between Hnchimha
In these the angel hosts would see
Attorney A. B. McMillcn and daught-.anChibuahim by nightfall. When (he
The children of Fraterniiy.
r, Miss Eileen Ms Milieu, together last train left Bachiniba the work of
K
with Attorney H. B. Jamison, (1. U. destroying bridges had alreadv
begun.
K
A man will need no other creed
Roberts and Robert M. Dietz and Mi ;s
To guide him on life's sea
A
ui'iiuui.t .luiiiiBioii. weie arnvais im: kiAA ME'TA WILL BE GREAT.
If he embark upon the ark
I'lioii irom Aiimqncrque tor the
IJt?
A
Ladies' White Embroidered Dresses, $6.50 alne forj . .
$4.75
Of true Fraternity.
Vargas pageant.
(Continued from Page One.)
Ik Ladies' All Silk Dresses, $15.00 value, for
K
Colonel Venceslao Jaramilio came in
For love divine will clasp Tiis hand
$9.45
K
And !ead him to the promised laud; from EI Rito, Rio Arriba cunty, yes- - win be busy in the children'
?
booth,
Ladies' All Silk Dresses, $10.00 value, for
$6.85 A
Love to his fellowman shall be
le.uay anu wem on to Las Vegasvill be barkers for the gypsy palmist;
K
; His
uri7 .ma. .luiuiiK.-iviMiiiii;. I nas.,vi he II :it thn
n.l'riiiifl '111,1 in
passport to eternity.
LADIES' BLACK SILK JACKETS, LATEST STYLES, AT A.
'
"as
arrival irom t.i the sale of souvenirs. Thev will be K
Oriental Consistory.
F
THEIR COST.
Rito. E. A. Mossman of A'.bunuerquo, the busv i,iirMii,!.,v
K
A
,i,"
who is employed in the I'ore.t service, illM)V(, aU
K
g!amoul'. 'ana',V
John Pfhieger, went, to Las Vegas to
wi.
was an arrival las, evening.
clamor of the De Vargas pageant, the
witness the prizefight.
K
Judge Parker and tami are enjoy - thronging of many victors, the gaviK
George M. Priest of Princeton, X. ,7.,
DRY GOODS
GO. K
.
..oc?.
,w jinxes auioi.umne.coiors of IMiians iln( ,lu, mu8i(. of K ADOLF
i; a guest at the Palace hotel.
which he recently drove over from Spanish airs. It
'
musi be remembered K
Francisco Delgado left this morning Santa
A
Judge Parker is enjoying that all this has meant work, and hard
on a business trip to San Juan.
us summer vacation now and in a work, on the
of
oil
the members
H. H. Brook is over from his ranch ew
part
weeks will return to Santa Fe, tlle vVomnns Board
liberal1
of Trade,
on the Pajarito, thirty miles wet of
his family with him. They will contiilmtinn
taking
....
iv,
Santa Fe.
SPECIAL SALE OF
pinlessio.ial men, and that all is for the
',
F. R. Frankburger and W. L. Evans
i
ue,lent 01 charitable and civic purof Kspano'a went to Las Vegas to wit elled
for them and will then be ready
,m,s, Slu.h as th(? woman's Hoard of
1 ness the
prizefight.
in, uci upaiicy.mo (iranile Kepubli- - Trade has for mar y
years unsellishlr
S. A. Aken, proprietor of the Palace can.
made its cause it must i,o !ri,i.i n,.,
hotel, has returned from a ten days'
Attorney Mark B. Thompson
and every effort will be made to
give everv
trip to Kansas City.
amily left hi Paso on Thursday lasl person his nionev's worth that
'
Klias Clark came down from Alcalde tor Los
Angeles for a stay of about patron will be give,, value received
last evening and went to Las Vegas (I WtKJL'O till- (h
. i.
.
,,
" "l
""Vmn an lor sweet charity's sake and for
.,
,
to be at the prizefight.
i.i,
' lKim,?0"'
AT REDUCED PRICES
wl!"
Public service. .Surely, there will be a
,
y.
Mr. and Mrs. Max. Duran and Mrs.
h
"t'noiis
iiDeral
fi on,
response
prosiiatiou
every
public
Elvira O. Duran of Ortiz, Colorado, mini an uiiuue attention to a stren- spirited resident and visitor.
ire guests at the Coronado.
nous run of business
!
latelv. Rio
All of Santa Fe will pass
through
Dr. and .Mrs. R. Y. Chwessler
of (irande Republican.
the I'laza tomorrow and what memLos Ange'es, Calif., are enjoying the
ories and thoughts does not this one
A Well Selected Stock to Please Every Taste
cool breezes of Santa Fe.
WOLGAST IS KEAOY TO
thought alone awaken
and Every Purse.
Milton '1 offler of Amonito, ColoraFIGHT THE MEXICAN.
Program.
do, passed through Santa Fe last ven-inThe following is loaiorrow's general
THE AKERS-WAGNE- R
CO.
bound for the prizefight.
spent Morning in Training
Togs program :
J
E. Y. Park, and J. C. Cliapin,
of
Resting at His Camp old
1h to ll! a. m.
Music
in the Plawi,
SAN FRANCISCO STREET.
Wound is Not Worrying
Stanley, southern Santa Fe county,
3
playing of Spanish and .Mexican airs.
Him Now.
are Santa Fo business visitors.
10 to 31 a. in.
in
the
Fancy
shooting
Mrs. Hart and Albert Bushnell Hart
L'ienesa by Captain Hardy.
of Cambridge, Mass.. are Santa Fe vi (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican;
11 a. m.
Los Angeles, Calif., July i. Garbed
Opening () the Spanish
sitors for the Do Vargas pageant.
fiesta in the I'laza.
me
ii
cioines
winch
have borne the
H. B. Cartwright went to Las Vegas
FIRE
INSURANCE
11
FIRE
to i! p. m. 'Spanish dinner at
to attend a meeting of the Wholesale brunt of Ins training siege in moun
retto
Auditorium.
tain
and
valley, Ad Wolgast, champion
Grocers' Association of New Mexico.
IN
UNITED STATES
p. m.
Arrival of Cleveland Grays,
01
the world's lightweight pugilistic
THERE ARE
Senator C. J. Uuighren arrived in
('
Your earning power is
each
division spent the morning hours to escorted from depot to armory by the
year.
A!bu(uerrue today from Detning and
n 'SIli(, committee and Santa Fe
certainly worth protection against
left later for Las Vegas. Albuquerque day at ease in his trainimr cimu with.
in sight ot the big
Vernon arena. band and San Juan Indians.
frequent losses. Then is not the
Herald.
where nearly
l). :n.
mer. struggled
CASES OF ILLNESS
fact that EVERY ILLNESS, whether
Pageant forms at Rosa- Mrs. Dillon Masterson
of Ireland
for the privilege of seeing nim detenu rio chapel.
known or unknown, is covered by
and Miss G. Hodge-Devoof England,
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Our New Perfection Broiler
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And

of course you
are familiar with the

t uses af7 Ae Aeaf.
f coo&s evenly.
It broils both sides at once.
It doesn't smoke.

p ra

Connects at Colfax with E. P. S. V. Ry. train North.
Stage for Van Ilouten, N. M., meets trains at Preston, N. M.
Stage leaves Ute Park, N. M., for Elizabethtown, N. M., at !) a. m., daily
except Sunday. Fare $2.00 one wav, $3.50 round trip; fifty pounds of baggage carried free.
C. & S. train leaves Des Moines, N. M., for the south at 11:11 p. m.;
from the south at 4:38 a. m.
(1) Daily.
F. M. WILLIAMS,
(2) Daily except Sundays.
General Passenger Agent.
(3) Euesdays, Thursday and Saturdays.
I j
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Is pleasing
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of Massachusetts or
nearly
New Jersey; one and a half times the
(Continued from Page Three)
size of Delaware, more than double
of Rhode Island.
Such is the
then we see across the River the that
view from the heights of old Fort
modern schoolhouse of the upper ward
and in the distance the beautiful home Marcy
of Brqnson Cutting.
Directly in front
Summer colds are hard to get rid of,
of us, almost obscured by trees, is the
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chitis and hay fever. Do not let your
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Compound to other cough medimist of ages but whose claim to be the
cines because it
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is
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the buildings of the College of San taken formerly
in time.
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lv erected, with the surrounding build
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ings and across the street, seemingly
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Cook-stov- e

It is such a convenience all the
year
round.
It will bake, broil, roast and toast
just as well as a regular coal range.
The New Pcrf'clion Stove it handsomely
finished in nickel, wiili cabinet top, drop shelve,

Arch-Dioces- e

towel racks, et...

free CookBook with every tove.
also given to anyone sending 5 cents
cover mailing cost.
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ATTORNEYS AT LAW.
EDWARD P. DAVIES,
Attorney arvi Counselor at Law.
iooius
CapiUl CTIt-- Bank Building,
Santa Fe, New Mexico
Assistant District Attorney, Firsi
17-1- 8

Judicial District

HOLT & SUTHERLAND,
.

Attorneys-at-Law-

Practice in the District Court as
well as before the Supreme Court ot
the State.
Las Cruces, . New Mexico
G. W. PRICHARD,

Attorney and Councils." at Lavw.
Practice in all the District Court
and gives special attention to caset
before the State Supreme Court.
Office: Laughlin Bldg., Santa Fe, N. M.
C. W. G. WARD,

....

State District Attorney.
For San Miguel and Mora Counties.
Las Vegas,
New Mexico.
HARRY D. MOULTON,
Attorney-at-Law-

.

Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Formerly Special Agent, G. L. O.
Land Claims and Contests a Specialty

EASLEY & EA3LEY,
cisco; and almost exactlv over it in
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. Chas. R. Easley,
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CONTINENTAL OIL CO.
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Practice in the Courts and before
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Land grants and titles examined.
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W. C. McDonald, City.
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Will Be Delivered in Spanish By ringing and intelligible tones said: yond are the buildings of the Government Indian School which constitute
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the Interior Department.
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Office Hours S a. m. to 5 p. m.
first roofed in a:i exhibition hall of the
Esquipula Jiron, Pojoaque.
King would pardon them if they would
Been Provided.
J. J. Adams, Marshallton, la.
And by Appointment.
Celebration in 1SS;;.
forward without arms to give obeAcross the street and almost in the
dience as they should: that whatever
Nearly 4,00(1 additional hospital beds center of, the old
STANDLEY G. SMALL, M. D.
mi'itary quarter, the
they would ask 'would be granted them for consumptives in 2!) states were pro- spacious
Physician and Surgeon.
High School building is conwithout reluctance, the next day the vided during the year ending June 1st
Office and Residence
is interested and should know
both of these latter edifices
spicuous;
Washington.
Indians yielded but suggested to De according to a statement issued today
a001;t the wonderful
RMWVlUsHi
Ave., next door to Public Library. '
"r.t, ouiiuuiiueu u.v veruant lawns or
Vargas that in order that their peo- from the records of the National As- parks.
Office Hours 11 a. m. to 12:30 p. m
Vagtnal Syringe.
vVM'(W$ The new
most convenient. It
Best
ple might not become restless he. De sociation for the Study and Prevention
2 to 4 p. m.
Still to the right, but on the hillEvenings.
cleanses
of
instantly.
Tuberculosis.
This
a
makes
total side
Vargas, and the Reverend Father PrePhone Black 47.
overlooking the city proper, are Ask your druggist for i
sident with six soldiers without arms of over :!0,0(in beds, but only about one the next
supply th
gyffif nw$fpin
objects of interest the Ros- - If he cannotaccept
nn otner.wr
should enter. To this proposition De for every ten indigent tuberculosis pa
'
1912. Low
vtv..T
ario Chapel, for generations the home
i
fcr illustrated
"''''?'m
in
K,
this
tients
Iifmrcvui.,
who
is
Vargas replied: "That
nothing,
It
full
irives
ff.
partimS
m anaaiircuons
ro iaaies.
In the last five -.ears, the Wnit,,! ,0'Mam??nt BttW f the "fonquiswill not risk himself in order to obtain
Wm;mim
.
innora which is still bro.iaht each ffKi-t- C0..44astJd Street. Hew VorkTUv
RESIDENCE, DON GASPAR
nas in-with perpetual glory an illustrious mansion uir consumptives
in so'emn procession from tho
year
AVE
name, and calling upon the most holy creased from 14,42 in 1907 to over Cathedral for a
week's visit to its old
Mary with devout efficacy he stepped ::0,0ll(l in I'll 2, or over 100 ner cent. dwelling
220 Red
Phone,
place; ti.e St. Catherine InNew York state leads in the number
forward, followed by Father President,
WEST SIDE PLAZA
OFIFCE,
of beds, having S,::."0 on June 1st; dian School, second oniy to the Gov(Corvero), the Royal Ensign and six
n
ernment institution in importance:
soldiers. Having entered they march- Massachusetts comes next with 2.S00;
Phone, 237 Black
the Manderfield Mausoleum, the
jand
and
a
close
third
with
Pennsylvania,
IP VOIR VACATION IS SHORT USE THE
ed to the square where the Indians bud
moal ?Mensive resting place for the
OFFICE
2,700.
Alabama
HOURS. 1 to 3 P. M.
showed
the
greatest
just planted a cross. De Vargas ftfter
of increase in the last aeaa in New Mexico. An intervening i
percentage
down
cross
and
the
kneeling
LAS VEGAS, N. M..
kissing
by adding 57 new beds to its hill hides from view all of the Nationdrew his sword nd in a loud voice year
42 a year ago.
al Cemetery except the Hag which al- D.,
next
conies
Georgia
July 4th, 1912.
took possession of the village of Santa with 103
beds added to 240 a year ago. ways waves above ils historic dead.
PHYSICIAN and SURGEON,
j
Fe and the Territory of New Mexico New York has
AND SAVE
the greatest numerical
For the above occasion the
Returning from those distant spots,
in the following language: Addressing
TO KANSAS CITY, 14 HOURS
j increase,
having provided over 1,SU0 conspicuous for its style and architec- Fe will sell tickets from Cation Block, Palace Ave., next
Santa
TO CHICAGO, U HOURS
himself to the Indians he said:
door to Wells Fargo Ex.
additional beds in the year.
ture stands the splendid Cathedral of all points on their line to Las
TO ST. LOUIS, 7 HOURS
"Our Monarch and Lord Charles II
PHONE 233.
Only four states, Mississippi, Neva- - Scottish Rite Masonry, which when! Vegus and return at one and
your legitimate King having forgotten da, I tah and Wyoming have no beds completed will
one
of
most
the
fare.
Direct Line and Through Sleepers to Memphis.
the apostacy with which you had re- whatever in special
structures in the land; and near
hospitals or wards
An increasing number of people re- nounced the Catholic religion: the sa- - for consumptives.
Eight years ago, it the Mary James School for Bovs.
tm&'im u'hihuiwibuuijiwum
p
port
iju
regularly of the satisfactory re5?jcri!ege by which you had deprived when the National Association was tinder Presbyterian auspices.
from taking Fo:ey Kidney Pills
sults
Dates of Sale, July 3d and 4th.
the Religious of their lives: the dese- organized,- there were 2(! states in
In a commanding position on the
and commend their healing and cura-- j
cration of the temples, and breaking which no hospital or sanatorium proopiicsite hill, but yet far below our
tive qualities. Foley Kidney Pills are
Return Limit, July 7th.
of images and contamination of sacred vision for consumptives existed, and
a
vantage ground for observation,
the
carefully prepared medicine, guar-- j
Tickets sold at
south of Lamy will
vessels: the cowardice with which you the entire number of beds in the Unit- residence of
Professor Clark, late allow stop over points
anteed to contain no harmful or hab-- I
at that point for passenhad knifed the Spaniards
without ed States was only 10,000.
gers to make tlie side trip to Santa Fe acit. forming drugs.
Superintendent of Public Instruction, count
They can have only
of
"While these figures would indicate lis a
sparing the women and tender childa beneficial effect when used for
and
conspicuous
hv
its
object:
De
ren; the barbarity with which you a remarkable growth in
Vargas Parade, July 5th.
sine th tiii- and bladder troubles, for back- have burned their farms and the con- sunue with its mae- acue,
S.
H.
weak back or lum
Santa Fe, N. M
LUTZ,
Agt.,
l sequences that have followed from Farrand, executive secretary ot tne tliflnOflt irtrttmr
..
41.
Sold hy all druggists.
"
"
"""
bago.
ot
uie
summit
""'
the
National
in
in
Assnnlaiinn
n,
c
si'ch abominations, I have been sent
WilUis
fhe
ascent- The
by his Majesty with full authority to on this subject, "there are still prac- extending northward
P'
are
ten indigent consumptives for
pardon you without exacting any con
the sandy roads which reach almost
of
one
,he
every
ue(is'
than
including directly to
that you return to
(iitions other
A
Tesuque and the famed
of
of
the fold of the Mo y Church which is those for pay patients. In other
we
have
from
words,
to
2SO,(lOO
300,000 Bishop's ranch, where the first Archto receive yoii as a pious mother
1
ready
1692.
consumptives in this country too poor bishop of Santa Lnmy found rest
i;' you implore her pardon with penROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
to provide hospital care for them- - and refreshment after the official laance and tears and swear obedience
bors of the day.
ii
ever
tuuerculosis
selves,
is
Tb
going
West Point of th Southwegt"
to His Catholic Majesty as your leto be stamped out in the United States,
Again we bring our gaze to nearer
Ranked by United States War
gitimate King.'
more hospital provision for these foci points, close to the old road which
as "Distinguished
InstituThe Indians having conceded De of infection must lie
leads up to the Fort from Washington
provided.''
tion." Army officers detailed by Wai
Avenue, where the Masonic Temple Department.
stands. There on a little eminence,
Through Academic course, preparnear to the old highway to the
north, ing young men for college or business
stands the ruin, all that remains of llto. Great amount of
open air work.
The worried mother wakes up to hear her baby's
heavy trrst'ai a little the Garita, the only Spanish fortificaHealthiest locution of any Military
cough perhaps the croup or whooping cough. She does not want to
for
!.'
the
save
in
tion,
all our wide conti- School in the Union. Located In the
one,
doctor when perhaps the trouble docs not amount to much.
Finally she thinl-- of nental domain.
Save her The Commn Sense Medioal Adviser, hy
Against, its western ieautifui Pecos Valley, the garden spot
if1""
mS'CB
.
K.
wall the revolutionists of 1837 were of the West at an elevation
Pierce, M. D. She says "just the thing to find out what is the matter with
of 3ui
the little dear.
Iwo million households in this
shot when their short-livesuccess feet above sea level, sunshine every
be had for only 31c. in str.mps 1,000 pages in splendid cloth
A good
had vanished in defeat. Just to the 4ay, but little rain or snow
binding.
family adviser in any emergency,
it is for either sex. This is what many women
during ths
right, across the old road to our moun- season.
write Dr. Pierce-- m respect to Ms " Favorite Prescription, " a
BOONHBIP RATE FROM ALL POINTS IN NEW MEXICO
which has tain view
made thousands of melancholy and miserable women cheerful endremedy
are
the
Fourteen
walls
point
of
Officers and Instructors,
the old
curintf
the painful womanly diseases which undermine a woman's health happy, by
11
Cemetery and its Chape, where genand strength
graduates from standard eastern
ONE AND ONE FOURTH FARE.
Ten buildings,
"My desire is to write a few lines to let vou know that erations of the people were gathered eolleges.
fa
medicine has done for r.,e."" writes MBS. tn their fathers, and in whose con- furnished, heated, lighted andthroughly
your valuable
modern
of
MAROARin- of 828 S. lScntalon Street, Baltimo
id
secrated
all
ground rest many of the bestrespects.
Aid. "Before the storck came to our Iuuiko was a verv
i
known citizens of the years gone
woman. 1 wrote you for advice which
1912.
REGENTS E. A. CAHOON, Pres.
by.
kindly given and This
which made me a different wonuin in va?
a snort time. After
brings us back to the
mounW. G. HAMILTON. Vice Free.
tnkiiKt the
botfe f 'Favorite Prescription' 1 began tain range which forms great
the eastern
I. P. WHITE. Treasurer.
Improving so that 1 hardly knew I was in such a condition.
boundary of our field of observation.
L'.'.. my TV?
W .M. ATKINSON, Secretary,
and Ironing, cooking-Ins,
worst of all nursed three chiHren
Is there anywhere else such a
who
and W. A FINLET.
scene,
whooping cough. I hardly knew of the advent ten minutes
for extent and for variety? It emMore so easy was it. The bshv Is s fnt as a hnttor-hi.iFor
H. S. LUTZ, Agent,
particulars and Illustrated
Mf.
Santa Fe, N.
nr.
Prescription Is the. hest. medirinB for braces within its farthest limits nearaddress:
"
or
coniiUoa. I recommend it ly
quite three thousand miles of
Mas. ZCBEBT AND BASE. toLrinm friend
COL.
W. WILLSON,
area; more than half of Connecticut,
Superintendent
to
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Grand Reproduction the Conquest
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Spanish Dinner and Dance.
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Limit July 6th,
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EXTRAORDINARY PROFITS IN
LEGITIMATE MINING.
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$213,-992,9-
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6u9,CC3 and since organization

i

$i::,t;50,;!2o.

with

One Hundred and Eleven Companies
Maxwell, the original owner of the
Have Paid Dividends of $730,.
Maxwell land grant. Jerome B. Chaf-fe- ,
592,965 Since Organization.
David H. Moffat and Wilson Wud- Chicago, II, July 4. When 111
(iingham, whose names are familiar to
metallurgical
a!l, sold the Maxwell grant for Mr. American mining and
He received some $(;."0,0oO companies can pay dividends totaling
Maxwell.
i.i the deal. He conceived the idea of $73n,592.905. it is indisputable evidfounding a hank in New Mexico and ence that extraordinary profits can
secured a character in the fall of 1870. be made in legitimate mining operaThe bank was opened on the west side tions. By figures available to Mining
of the Plaza. Mr. Maxwell apportion- - and Engineering World it is ascertained enough stock to organize and select, ed that these 111 corporations have
a board of directors.
Being the first been ab'e since their organization to
bank in the state, it did not at once tepay their shareholders to the exmake a popular hit. Some of the pin- tent of their capitalization and
in excess of same. When it
neers had scarcely even heard of t
bank and viewed the institution with is remembered that a number of the
to keep their older of these companies are excessisuspicion, prefering
money hidden in preference to using vely capitalized this achievement of
American miners and works is all the
the bank.
"Mr. Maxwell was a man of high- more remarkable.
Then, when it is understood that the
est personal integrity but did not
have a wide range of experience in tho above distributions are participated in
banking business so he became tired only by those companies making disol the work. Mr. Elkins, later Sen- bursements so far in 1912, and making
now public statements of same and do not
ator Elkins, and Mr. Catron,
Senator Catron, conceived the idea of include profits from hundreds of proopening an opposition bank. Mr. Max- perties owned by private corporations
well heard about it and sold them tha and others who make no public statecontrolling interest in the First Na- ments of earnings it but adds to the
mining
tional Bank. That was in May, 1S71, attractiveness of American
Then, too there are nine
after he had been a banker for bui investments.
one year. They knew the Spanish-speakin- securities holding corporations, whose
people we'l and icl.iced revenues are derived principally from
Peva holdings in other companies which
Felipe Chaves, Jose Leandro
and M. A. Otero to take large hold- since their incorporation, have divided
.
ings in the bank. This give the in- among shareholders nearly $150,000,-0(10stitution standing among the native
There is little cause to wonder why
citizens who brought it much busiMr. Elkins became president investors take kindly to 'going" copper
ness.
of the bank. William W. Griffin, cash- stocks when, from reports made to
ier. Mr. Elkins later sold his holdings Mining and Engineering World, it is
1o Mr. Perea, Mr. Griffin
becoming learned that 22 companies, all but two
operating in the United States, have
president, and Mr. Perea
I became cashier having secured so far this year paid to shareholders
a block of the stock. In 1SS9, Mr. Grif- $18,128,373.
Since incorporation, howfin died and Mr. Perea became the ever, these 22 properties have yielded
presiden;. The bank was erowing al! profits in the shape of dividends totalthe time and we were doing a fine ing $350,289,097, which calculated on
business. In 1S94, Mr. Perea sold his the present outstanding share capital
interest in the bank and I became of $220. 176,302 is equivalent to 159
its president having filled tnat posi- per cent. With the payments made
so far in 1912 the "coppers" lead for
betion ever since. J. H. Vaughn
came its cashier, retiring on'v twj the first time in several years those
lead
James Read oec.i.me the pioperties classed as
"f.crs ago.
cashier then and Frank McK.ina his zinc producers.
asisstant. During the course of lime,
Leading among the coppers is Anathe bank was moved from 'lie eist to conda with a credit during the prehi 1SS2, sent year of $4,276,250 and $63,548,-75the west side of the plaza.
it. built the old building on San Fransince incorporation. Utah copper
cisco street which it occupied until a ranks second for the period with
few days ago.
and $14,451,203 since incorpoThis is, brh-ilv-,
'.he
history of the First Natioual Hank, ration. Calumet & Hecla is third for
but there are many interes'.ng stories, the year with $1,800,000, but is far in
that we could tell of the institution. the lead in total dividends paid with
$117,660,000 to its credit.
especially in the early days, had
the data at hand. During its entire
The
producers,
life, it has always been run on con- - 82 in number, have paid dividends so
servative lines and .in strict conform- - far this year amounting to $18,007,-734- ,
ity to banking rules and that will
and since organization $248,497,-549- ,
continue to be its policy.'
a return of 106 per cent on the
The present directorate consists of issued capitalization of $234,227,974.
K J. Palen, L.
Fifty-twof the above properties
A.
J. G.I
Hughes,
Schumann, S. Spitz and Arthur Selig-- ! are located in the United States and
man.
they have to their credit for the year
At the c'ose of business on June $11,253,807 and $166,464,704 to dale,
li, the bank made the following ex- - a 100 per cent return on the outstandcellent showing:
ing share capital.
Sixteen of the 111 mentioned above
Resources.
are located in Canada (all but three
Loans and discounts
$.344,3:19.01
in Ontario) and they distributed
Overdrafts, secured and un- in 1912
and $35,426,042 to
secured
312.2S
date, a 67 per cent return.
I'. S. bonds to secure circuThirteen Mexican companies, des
lation
40,0011.00
U. S. bonds to secure U. S.
pite the continued warfare in the Rethis year,
paid dividends
50,000.00 public,
deposits
Bonds, securities, etc
9S.330.29 amounting to $2,051,701, a 224 per
cent return.
furniture
Hanking house,
and fixtures
49.194.9S
The Goidfield Con. of Nevada leads
Other real estate owned. . . .
4,195.65 in the United States, as for several
Due from National Banks
years, in point of dividends paid in
19.439.C6 1912, with $4,62S,877 to its credit and
(not reserve agents)
Due from State and Private
It has
$22,773,069 since organization.
banks and bankers, Trust
also the distinction of having the larCompanies and Savings
gest total dividend disbursements in
Banks
2,837. oS this class among those
paying diviDue from approved reserve
dends in 1912. This is all the more
agents
226,400.41 remarkable in view of
the comparati.Checks and other cash items
1,051.7:5
vely few years of its activities. Tono-pah- ,
Notes of other National
another Nevada property, is secBanks
955.00
with $800,000 for the year and
ond,
Fractional paper currency,
since incorporation. Home-staknickels and cents
2S9.SG $8,930,000
for years ranking as the foreLawful Money Reserve in Bank.
most dividend payer among the gold
Viz:
of the country,
mining companies
Specie
$51,830.85
loses in Go'dfield Con. for since incorLegal Tender note 2,420.00
54,230.83 poration the former has paid $22X2(1,-55or $ $746,510 less than the latter.
Redemption fund with U. S.
IIomesta..e ranks third for the year
Treasurer (5 per cent of
Tonopah-Belmonstill
2,000.00 with $654,000.
dilation)
another of vevada's prolific producers
Total
1,093.797.30 ranks fourth- for the year with $750,-00Liabilities.
and since incorporation, $2,843,000.
C
Of the Canadian properties Nipis-sinapital stock paid in
$150,000.00
Surplus fund
75,000.00
continues in the lead for the
Vndivided
less
profits,
year and in total dividends
paid.
expenses and taxes paid
27,244.30 During the year it has divided among
National bank notes outshareholders $900,000 and to date has
40,000.00 paid $8,190,000.
standing
Coniagas ranks secDue to other National
ond for the year with $720,000 and has
banks
3,149.54 a total to its credit of $3,560,000.
Due to State and Private
Crown Reserve follows with $530,618
Banks and Bankers
12,433.24 for
the ytar and ranks second in toIndividual deposits subject
tal payments with $4,156,715 to its
to
check
ject
460,168.76
credit.
Demand certificates of deDos Estrellas ranks first among the
1,753.69
posit
Mexican companies for the year with
Time certificates
of de269,754.62 $750,000 and $11,505,000 to date.
posit
is second with $337,500 and
Certified checks
1,037.27
has a total of $11,790,000.
Cashier's checks outSix metallurgical companies have
3,257.17
standing
United States deposits..
23,245.47 had a profitable half year with disbursements totaling $7,9S9,422. Since
Deposits of IT. S. disbursthese six companies
24,753.24 Incorporation
ing officers
have paid to shareholders $130,205,-719- ,
a 60 per cent return on the
Total
$1,093,797.30
share capital issued. AmerFair and Cooler Tomorrow. That Is ican Smelter leads for the year with
the welcome prediction of the Weath- $3,660,606 and to date $04,877,719. Iner Bureau for the De Vargas pageant ternational Nickel ranks second with
tomorrow. Tonight
showers total disbursements of $8,513,530. U.
local
were predicted. The maximum tem- S. Smelting Is third for the year with
perature yesterday was 76 degrees $1,201,586. and $15,492,308 since incorand tne minimum last night 53 de- poration.
The nine securities-holdincorpogrees. The relative humidity last
rations report dividends paid in 1912
evening was 35 per cent.
totaling $9,185,854 and since incorporation $14,447,349, a 69 per cent return
on the outstanding capital. Phelps,
Dodge & Co. leads for the year with
$3,147,057 and to date has distributed
KIM
JT. . AHjaurunu
i
"I viua ond Hrmnd
$19,343,584.
is second
Amalgamated
a in ma ma Uola
inetalllcvy with $19,308,314, but since incorporaTL m .ther. But f jour V
tion has paid dividends totaling
KKrfc.?'?.'n-cift:(LTEn"' ,
" ""
PILLS, for HA
The Guggenheim Exploration
SOLD BY DRIWiGlSTS EVERYWHERE
Co. ranks third for the year with $1,- -

CHICHESTER S PILLS

M.

total

is

disbursements

BASEBALL

d

of

STANDING OF THE CLUBS.

POLITICS ftND P0LIT1C1AN3
After the Job.
Both Roosevelt and Bryan apitear to
be overlooking a theory the truth of
which has been pretty widely demonstrated: namely, that the pen is the
mightiest weapon of modern times.
Colonels reBoth the illustrious
ferred to are connected with periodicals. Col. Bryan controls the Commoner. Colonel Roosevelt is written down
merely as contributing editor of the
Outlook, but those wiio know his temper and manners will not need to be
told that he a'so controls the Outlook.
Otherwise, he would slam the door in
good Mr. Abbott's face and quit.
either writer, if ho
Presumably,
were sent to the White House, would
have to give up his journalisitc work
though, of course, this is by no
means certain, considering the malady
oi bromidiumfems from which both
are suffering. But, assuming that they
might be compelled to give up writing
or that either of them would be required to do so, is it not apparent that
a greater opportuntiy would have been
given up in exchange for a lesser one?
Both Roosevelt and Bryan have had
every opportunity to place their theories before the public. If their theories are sound, they must believe that
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ble medicine, for constipation, indigestion and liver tronhlf is-- firm
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e
it cioeo not
ly
other medicines. It is bet'er tha.i
others, or it would n it be the fa
vorite liver tov.Mer. wi' h a I irrir
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Santa Fe Commander
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ory residence on
ix2 HI feet. O. C.

Elegantly Furmsnec! Rooms for Ren
Rooms elegantly furnished and hav- tig all modern conveniences, including
electric light, steam heat and baths,
jin the First National Bank building
Apply to F. M. Jones.

H.

1

I'lMi SALL--Tw- o
alaco avenue.
at.-o- n

ARTHUR SELIGMAN. Secretary.

No.

female stenographer
Apply McCormiek

1'Oit HUNT
Nice rooms furnished
for liRht housekeeping, with bath. Up.
iairs, ow-- store. Flank Andrews.

M

Sama Fe Chapter N
1. R. A. M.
Regula
ec o a
convocation
Monday of each moa;
at Masonic Hall
7:30 p. m.
CIIAS. A. WHEELON".

Society Stationery The New J.tex!-caPrinting Company have on hand
and can make up promptly the latest
forms in society stationery. The new
size correspondence
cards, etc.
taken for engraved and em
bossed work. Several lines to makv W.
your selsction from.

A

and bookkeeper.

LiNNE. StcrataJ.

16

League.
AY

PI. Joseph

1

LodKi

F. & A.

No. 1.

.479

.3--

.10
.19

Western

Montezuma

S

38.)

.290

40

H

MASONIC.

It is a very serious matter to ask
for one medicine and have the
wrong cr.c fjiven you. For this
reason we urjo you i:i buying to
bs careful to get the genulis

National League.
.

Fraternal Societies

Very Serious

'

flu,,r!0,iver
l or

conclave
day in each r.ionth a
Masonic. Hal) at 7:S

Typewriter

sale cheap. Perfect condition and does splendid writing.
Could ship on approval and trial.
Write to CHAS. W. RICKART
Rosedale, Kansas.

p. m.
W. II. KENNEDY, E. C.

GRIFFIN, Kecorder.

TYPEWR! TERS.
Santa Fe idge c
Are You a Seller7 An advertise
Perfection No. 1, 14U Cleaned, adjusted una repaired. Ne
ment in the classified columns of the.
s
Ribbons and
degree. Ancient and Ac platens furnished.
41
.307 New Mexican will
Typewriters 6oid, exchanged
put your real escepted Scottish Rite O:
tate on the market effectively. It will
rented. Standard makes handled
Free Masonry meef ol
WHERE THEY PLAY TODAY.
put the facts of your property before the third Monday of each mont! All repair work and typewrite.-- fuar
Santa Fe Typewriter
El
the eyes of all possible buyers.
at 7:30 o'clock in the evening tt auteed.
they are acting as educators--th- at
National League.
Masonic Hall, south side of Plan change. Phone 23i.
they are doing more good than any
Philadelphia at Boston. Two games.
It will not pay you to waste your Visiting Fotisu Rite Maions ar cot
President was ever able to do.
Brooklyn at New York. Two games. tiem
The Santa Fe Business College has
writing out your legal form dlally invited to attend.
The conclusion must be drawn that
St.
at
Two
Louis.
Chicago
games.
been open just four weeks and in
when
S.
can
G.
32.
them
CitRT
you
WRIGHT,
get
already
with both Colonel's it is just a plain
printCincinnati at Pittsburg. Two games.
at the New Mexican Printing
Venerable Majtei that time has trained good shorthanu
case of selfish ambition. Si. Louis
American League.
writers, who may be placed in compeHENRY
i. STEPHENS, 32
Cleveland at Chicago. Two games. Company.
Times.
tition with those who have been
Secretary.
St. Louis at Detroit. Two games.
learning, using, and getting a living
If you use embossed
Boston at Philadelphia. Two games.
COUNTY COMMISSIONERS
at shorthand writing for the past (i,
stationery, you
New
York at Washington.
B. P. O. E.
Two can do no better than placing your or
STAND PAT ON ASSESSMENTS
12, or 18 months.
We have those who
der with the New Mexican Printing
460, B. P. O. E.
are self taught, or had lessons by
Denting, N. M., July 4. The county games.
Western
Fe
No.
will
be
Lodge
League.
prices
quoted upon request.
commissioners adjourned today. They
for proper instruction:
mail,
Omaha at St.. Joseph. Two games. Our styles and 'or:ns are strict'
its regular session ot some attending
listened yesterday to complaints
are not sitting correctly, or hold
up
of
Des Moines at Sioux City. Two to date.
the lecond and fourtl ing their pencil in the
property holders concerning the reright way, or
of
Wedne8dny
eac) looking at their pencil instead of at
cent raise in valuations, but no change games.
Wichita at Topeka. Two games.
month. Visiting hrott-erthe speakers mouth. They have not
NOTICE.
in the valuations were made.
Deliver at Lincoln. Two games.
are inviteo ant had the opportunity of a good teachIN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE
S. J. Grumbles went, to Kl
Paso
welcome.
UNITED STATES FOR THE DISer. AYe welcome all those who cannot
this morning where he will enter a
FRANK T. BLANDY,
NEAV
TRICT
American.
OF
get. up sliced, or nial.e head-waMEXICO.
quickhospital for treatment.
Exalted Ruler.
er than they have been the past yeir.
At AVashington (1st game) Ti. II. K. The United States of America,
Dr. J. M. Williams left this morning
P. M. A. LI EN A U,
We
make all pupils good spellers, and
4
fl
Plaintiff,
for London, Ky., for a visit to rela- New York
Secretary. to know the value of punctuation, and
vs. No. 15.
1
12 11
Washington
tives.
i bsolntely by blindfold touch, on
the
Batteries: McCoimcll & Sweeney; Ortega Fiores, et al,
Miss Martha Lindaner and Herman
Sa B t a F e Cum. typewriter.
We license our pupils to
Defendants.
Sal
Lindauer went to Silver City today Cushion and Ainsmith.
13514, M. W. a.
teach the new A. B. C. system, to
It appearing from the complaint in
National.
to spend the fourth with relatives.
toaetg second Tue handle our
in a given territhe
above
cause
At
entitled
that
the
R.
same
H. E.
Mrs. J. G. Moir left this morning for
Pittsburg (1st game)
day each month, go tory, and so create a good living for
5 7 4 is commenced for the purpose of reChicago where she will spend six Cincinnati
cial meeting tLlr them. No other system can do this.
11 12
0 moving a cloud upon the title to real
Pittsburg
weeks.
at Fire Cotne and ask for terms and for a
Tuesday
Oy
Batteries: Taylor, Keefe & Clark; estate of plaintiff and of quieting the
J. A. Boiler, of Silver City is in
man's Hall. Viclr free demonstration.
sswEry
of
title
to
Camnitz
withand Simon.
certain lands
plaintiff
Irig neighbors welcome.
Denting on business today.
JUST COME IN BY THIS MAIL.
Aat New York (1st game) R. H. E. in the district, of New Mexico, and
A. G. WHITT1EJP. Ct n.nl
Thomas
Marshall
returned this
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor,
the
that
10
defendant,
2
CHAS.
is
A.
10
Brooklyn
Ortega
Fiores,
RISING.
Clerk.
from Hillsboro where he
2S June, 1912.
morning
an
not
of
inhabitant
New
York
4
and
s
cannot
be
2
spent two days on business.
Professor .1. Arthur Phelps writes:
Batteries: Vingling, Ragon and Mi- found within the district of New Mex- FRATERNAL UNION OF AMERICA. "Hope you are
Geo. Lei'fler and wife returned this
meeting with the sucico as shown by the return of the
Lodge. No. 259. Holds its
cess your system deserves and shall
morning from an extensive
honey- ller; Matheson, Tesreau, Crandall and
Marshall for the district of New MexMeyers, Wilson.
moon trip.
regular meeting on the firrt praise it forever."
At Philadelphia (1st game) R. H. E. ico, made on the 25th day of May,
Prof. Phelps was less than two
Thursday of each month at
3 9 1 1912, and that said defendant has not
Boston
Fireman's hall at 7:30 n. m. months learning the system (just a
Stockholders' Meeting.
4
S
2 voluntarily appeared in this cause: now Visiting brothers are invited and wel
ear ago) when he was principal of
The regular annual meeting of the Philadelphia
At Boston
R. II. E. on motion of plaintiff it is ordered by come.
Rocky Ford public school, and now
stockholders of the New Mexican
3
while in the University,
8 1 the Court that the said defendants and
J. A. RAEL, F. M.
uses and
Printing Company will be held at the Philadelphia
Boston
7
DAVID GONZALES,
9 3 each of them, do plead, answer or depraises it more and more. This is truo
office of the company in the City of
or all our students, the more they uso
Batteries: Moore, Seaton & Dooin; mur in this cause by the second day
Santa Fe at 7:30 o'clock p. m., on
Secretary.
of September, A D. 1912.
iii. the more proud they are of it.
Monday, July Sth, 1012. All stock- Donnelly and Ilariden.
It is further ordered, that as personWALTER NORTON.
Western.
holders will please take notice and
F. W. FARMER
al
service on said defendant, Ortega
President.
R.
At
Sioux
E
H.
themselves
City
(morning game)
govern
accordingly.
Homesterd No.
J. A. AA'OOD,
G 12
2 Fiores. can not be had as shown by
Sioux City
JOHN K. STAUFFER,
2879.
Principal.
3 S 2 the return of the Marshal for the disSecretary. Des Moines
Brotherhood
o
Santa Fe, N. M. June 22nd, 1912.
Batteries: Sage and Cadman; Doug- trict of New Mexico on the 25th day
American Yeonw
FOR
NOTICE
PUBLICATION.
of May, 1912, that a copy of this
las and McGraw.
Meets First Fri(015073)
R. H. E. order be published in the Santa Fe
At St. Joseph
George L. Higbie, Manton, Mich.,
of
month
the
day
Small Holding Claim No. 527S.
5
used Foley Kidney Pil's for kidney Omaha
9 2. Daily New Mexican, a daily newspaat the Fireman's Department of the Interior,
of
and bladder trouble. He says:
15 16 3 per published within the district
i St. Joseph
Hall. H. Koieuiai
I'nited States Land Office.
New Mexico, once a week for six confind for my case no other medicine
Batteries: Ryan, Fentress and
A. E. P. Robinion.
Santa Fe, N. M., June 4, 1912.
the
secutive
last
weeks,
publication
equals Foley Kidney Pills for beneGonding, Freeman, AA'oldring
Cor. iec. Fred r
Notice is hereby given that the folloto
be
made at least one week before
ficial effect." They are a safe and and Gossett.
wing-named
Alarid.
claimant has filed no- said return day.
reliable medicine for kidney trouble
Association.
itice of his intention to make final
Done in open court in Santa Fe,
At
and rheumatism.
Contain no harmful
Louisville Louisville-ColumbiODD FELLOWS, proof in support of his claim under
New Mexico, this 1st day of July, A.
drugs. Sold by all druggists.
r.'orning game postponed; rain.
No. 2, I. O. O. F. Lections 16 and 17 of the act of March
.
1). 1912.
At
Minneapolis-StMinneapolis
Santa Fe Lodge j2, 1M"1 (26 Stats., S.j li as amended
VM. If. POPE,
New Mexican want acs alwayt Paul, no game; rain. Afternoon game
meets regularly by the act of February 21, 1S93 (27
a' St. Paul stands.
brings results.
Judge. every Thursday evening at 8 o'clock Stats., 470), and that said proof will
in Odd Fellows Hall. Visiting broth- be made before Juan C. Sandoval, at
ers always welcome.
Cuba, New Mexico, on July 1", 1912,
viz: Earl II. Young, of Senorito, New
SK
SE
Mexico, for the SV
CALL FOR BIDS.
3
SR
S. 34
SV
SE
;,y.yM.iiii..iil,W
Scaled proposals for the purchase of T. 22 N.. U. 1W
SW
NE
N.
?200,0iiu.fl0 of the bonds of the State
SK
NK
N
S
SE
of New Mexico to he issued under
V
j.NK
NW
NB
NE
of an act of the First State
V
NK
SK
NE
NE
SE
Legislature of New Mexico entitled
SVV
MS
SE
NE
NE
"An Act providing funds and making NE
NE
E
SE
NE
appropriations for the first fiscal year j.WV
Sec. :;, T. 21 N, R. 1 W.
for the expenses of the executive, legHe names tie following witnesses
islative and judicial departments for to
prove his actual continuous ad
inthe payment of interest on staie
vv .
:.
Ti. ttt ji
i.
Jtwr.
j j.iin9Hi
vi
verse possession of said tract for twen-i- y
debtedness and sinking fund requireyears next preceding the survey of
ments thereof, to defray the expenses tiie
township, viz:
of the educational,
state and charit-ahiEdnbigen
(Jurule, Agapita Garcia,
and
all
and
institutions
hospitals
Iiavc approve:!
of Ut Jura, New Mexico, Hilario
other
by
expenses
required
existing
E. A. Miera, of Cuba, New Mexfiling ystems, good
laws of the State of New Mexico and ico.
typewriters, good paper
deficienfor
making
appropriations
and careful stenographers,
Any person who desires to protest
cies in revenues
of former
fiscal
but many are unaware of
against the allowance of said proof, or
incurrwhich
were
deficiencies
years
who knows of any substantial reason
the need for good carbon
ed by the requirements of existing
under the laws and regulations of the
troubles
of
the
paper
laws.''
Interior Department why such proof
later
poor copies may
Approved .Tune 13, 1012.
should not be allowed will be given
Which said bonds are to be dated ::n
bring.
at the above mention- lie fortified against
the first day of Jniy, 1H12, and abso- ed opportunity
time and place to
afocfive
lutely due and payable
years
disadvantage
the witnesses
.m"-"- "
ft
ter their date, interest payable semi- offer evidence ofin said claimant, and to1 XT
iff
curring from the use of
rebuttal of that subannually at the rate of six per cent mitted by claimnnl.
wrong material. Take
for
said
the
interest
perannum,
per
advantage of the example
MANUEL R. OTERO,
iod to be evidenced by coupons at
set by thousands of proRegister.
to
said
tached
the
bonds, interest pay1..
gressive business houses
able on the first days of September
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
and look into
and March, both principal and interest
Department of the Interior,
payable at the office of the State
u. S. Land Offlee at Santa Fe, N M.
Treasurer, Santa Fe, New Mexico, the
June 10, 1012.
said bonds to be redeemable
Notice is hereby given that Julian
each year, in serial number comGarcia of Kennedy, New Mexico, who,
mencing with numuer one;
on June 8, 1907, made homestead enof said bonds to be redeemed on the
try. No. I15SS, for lots 7 and 8 and
first
of
July,
and distinct.
south half of southeast quarter, secThe inks (black, blue,
The copies made are clean,
The
should
be
addiessed
proposals
tion 0, township 13 north, range S
purple, green and red) do not ruh or blur. MultiKoI'Y is clean to bundle and
to
the
New
State Treasurer, Santa Fe,
Made in six varieties: The following list names the varieties
wonderfully
east, New Mexico
has filed
Mexico, and said sealed proposals will notice of intention meridian,
and gives manifolding power of each :
to make final
be publicly opened on Monday the 15th
HARD FINISH
REGULAR FINISH
proof, to establish claim to the land
Multicopy, LtWt., 16; Medium, 6; Billing, 4
day of July, 1012, at the hour of above
MultiKopy.LtWt., 20; Medium, 8; Billing, S
described, before the Register
twelve o'clock noon.
and Receiver of the IT. S. land office,
p&wjMf
O. X. MARRON,
at Santa Fe, New Mexico, on the 19th
Treasurer of ihe State of New Mexico.
usr it for 100 Vttrrs. Mention your name, firm's name (or school) and
day of July, 1912.
dealer's name in wmnij.' fr bam pie.
?
names as witnesses:
Claimant
A. M. Nason, farming near Canaan,
Star Brand Typewriter Ribbons
Noverto S. Torres, of Kennedy, New
was
sciatic
with
Me.,
badly
cripp'ed
e without cl02nig the type so as to ghow on tiie paper.
Mexico.
rheumatism due he says to uric acid
Juan Sanchez, of Kennedy, New
enin his blood. "Foley Kidney Pills
i
Mexico.
Hi
tirely cured me and also removed nuPablo Sanchez, of Kennedy, New
merous black specks that were con- Mexico.
PR. NEW MEXICO.
SAP
Kidbefore
my eyes." Foley
tinually
Frutoso Gaiiegos, of Cerrillos, New
ney Pills are a uric acid solvent and Mexico.
are effective for the various forms of
MANUEL R. OTERO.
Sold by all druggists.
rheumatism.
Register.
35
2S
27
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of city. Address, M. B. C, New Mex- - est Fourth that Santa Fe has exper-- ! MRS. DARROW BREAKS
ienced in many years. It is a safe and
lean.
DOWN FROM STRAIN.
IIAILT
51 Many Will Be the Attractions Var- - sane celebration.
Outside of flying
ied and numerous the attractions to-- j flags the stranger within the city's
Long Drawn Out Trial of Her Husmorrow in the Plaza. If you have the gates would have thought that Santa
band Causes Wife to Collapse
Get an Aeroplane at Fischer Drug
nation-enjoFe
had
all
kind
about
of
the
heart and eyes you
forgotten
right
But Condition is Not Fatal.
Company.
them all and patronize them too. al holiday. But the old city will make
Offices All Closed Banks and pub-liFish Pond and Wheel of Fortune.
,up for it tomorrow.
offices were all closed today and
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
two features will attract childTry Our Home Made Ice Cream,
there is therefore a dearth of official These
Los Angeles, July 4. Mrs. Clarence
infrom
made
the
and
richest
well
ren
purest
at the Plaza
as grown-upis
news.
S. Darrow, who has been in constant
Zook's.
gredients.
Fiesta tomorrow. There will be
attendance at the trial of her husWhy go hungry when you can get a
In Postoffice Morgue
The follow- band
ascensions and other attractions.
stove for $1.50 at GOEBELS.
for alleged jury bribing since it
are
held
the
at
can
an
letters
have
Everybody
aeroplane ing
Andrews store and market will be
began on May 13, is confined to her
Comor
for postage
better directions: home by illness. Shattered nerves,
closed tomorrow from one to four for the asking at Fischer Drug
Francisquita M. de Lopez, Buxton, N. due to the long strain of the trial, are
thirty o'clock. Xo deliveries will he pany.
Amusement Park. The amusement. M.; Miss Violet Lowe; Master Alfred attributed by her
made after noon
physicians as the
Fresh Buttermilk ice cold. Served park of the Piaza Fiesta will open Nutting, o44S Longfellow Boulevard; cause of her condition but it is not
right after the pageant. The Candy Charles E. Ely, Chicago, 111.; Juan P. believed that her Illness will prove
at our fountain. Zook's Pharmacy.
s
Cleveland
Grays Tomorrow The Booth wi'l begin business at two Baros, R. F. D., Box 45; two letters serious.
In one the goods are rare;
in the
Cleveland Grays, in a special train of o'clock in the Plaza tomorrow after- - without address.
There was no session of the trial
well
done!
other,
12 cars, en route on a trip across the noon.
All Quiet at Las Vegas. Advices today and most of the jurors spent
country, will arrive tomorrow noon. I Candy that has earned a reputation Governor McDonald had from Las Ve- the holiday visiting their families.
Johnston's we offer these delight-tri- gas this forenoon
Notice Sparks has quit selling electhrough Captain of
irons. He will let you try one ful chocolates in a strietlv fresh
the Mounted Police Fred Fornoff, AMERICAN WINS SHOOT
'
Zook's
and the iron wi'.! sell itself.
Pharmacy:
jdition.
ST. STOCKHOLM MATCH.
were to the effect that despite the inImprove Their Rarity
No Paper Tomorrow
Instead of
Indians Coming Many of the
in- were
crowds
that
pouring
creasing
By Good Cooking
Sanfrom the pueblos north of
pending publication on July 4, as the to
the Meadow City, all was cjuiet-- ; J. R. Graham of Chicago Broke Ninety-ta Fe, who will take part in the De New .Mexican has done for years, it
And We WiJI
six
Clay Birds Out of Possible
todav and will not oublish tomorrow, since San- - Captain Fornoff will have some fifty
arrived
Var
One Hundred.
at
the
special
policemen
ocringside.
ita
of
celebration
families.
Fe's
came
The Best Results !
Fourth
their
withhem
July
The
Kalem
Kalem
The
tomorrow.
of
curs
July
An Aeroplane, the Fourth
People
9
(By Special leased TVre to New Mexican)
souvenir at Fischer Drug Company for j Don't Be a Clam Patronize the troupe which came to Santa Fe with
of
Stockholm, Sweden, July 4. J. R.
Plaza Fiesta liberally tomorrow. Thejthe moving picture outfit, have taken
the asking. Get one.
Graham, Chicago's A. A. representing
A
the
of
of
the
of
with
force
storm
work!
Woman's
Board
Trade
takes
Road.
Pecos
people
city
by
Fixing Up
the United States in the shooting comforest rangers is placing the road from from your shoulders every cay in the their geniality and interest 111 the
petitions at the Olympic games, today
which!
Santa
treasure
to
that
but
Fean's
do,
things
the Valley Ranch to the Hamilton year that you ought
von the first prize, a gold Olympic
Is
highly. All day long, tlit young men
Mesa on the Upper Pecos in good con the board does for you.
in
the company have been lending medal,bird the individual D6contest at
And You'll Bob Up
dition for teams and automobiles.
Eleaantiv Furnished Rooms ror Rent
clay
hits out
shooting with
in
hands
decoration
of
the
the
Rooms elegantly furnished and hav (helping
of a possible 100. Goelden of GerSweet Peas at McConvery's Phone
tne
ncsta
tomorrow.
ior
riaza
TV 9ftl
ing all modern conveniences, incluumany won the second prize, a silver
electric light, steam heat and) Prizefight Last Evening At the Olympic medal with 94 and Blau of
,!;,,,
For
!
11
vv
c
uuu
u
i
every
National Bank coiner of Palace and Washington ave- Russia, the third prize, a bronze Olymoiianf at iha Tltj-7lioctn tntnnrrOW .j baths, in the First
... t . i. ...... v..
nues, Charles Frewes, an Englishman, pic medal with 91.
ib
"ld"":'
but
a
will not only bring direct return
I
Paul de Kroii, a Frenchman, stag- 'and
the
Tomorrow.
Bulletins
Although
will also help many a worthy cause
- ed a prizefight
of their own but not A T. & S. F. ROAD IM- to
issued
be
not
will
New
Mexican
and civic improvement in Santa Fe.
Associated Press reports according to Marquis of Queensber'ry
the
morrow,
PROVEMENTS AT EL PASO.
SEVEN ROOM house with bath for twill be nlaced on the New Mexican rles. The police being certain that
Phone 92.
rent or sale Best residence section j bulletin boards in front of the New
was the kind of prizefight for which I
jit
Extensive improvements on the A.
-- ass
Mexican office on west Palace Avenue. 8 Prohibitory statute may be found in T & S. F.
railway will begin within
New
Mexico
Charlie
ttle
laws,
I
pulled
Church Workers at Weedina. Rev.
a week. Road troubles
from high
' T T4 Sliimor- onrl n
Paul.
The
at,d
stat
police magistrate,
nnmhor nf Ilia nawill be a thing of the past, ofwater
fined
and
ue,
them $5
rishioners were wielding the hoe and
of
a piece, Charlie paid and Paul ficials say, after the completion
forenoon on the premises costs,
rake
this
8
on the streets. the work. It is decided to raise a
is
out
fine
the
working
surrounding St. John's M. E. church,
large portion of the Santa Fe
Struck by Lightning at Corona.
cleaning away the luxurious growth While Mrs. Jose
between Courchesne, just above
i
Chaves was standing
of
weeds.
El
and the New Mexico state
'
a
I
I fcl 1 & 8 & I H I
W I Ira taa B If you want a plumber quick, phone near the stove in her kitchen at Co- - line.Paso,
AH
This section of the El Paso
Lincoln
rona,
struck
county,
lightning
h Hogle's plumbing shop, 137 J. Res.
5 r
division lias suffered most from the
j the house and the bolt running down
H
We have a shipment of beds which came in damaged and which a Phone 248 W.
stove pipe rendered Mrs. Chaves flood waters incident to spring rains.
the
12
to!
From
Eig Dinner Tcmcrrsv.
She was not seriously The road bed will be raised ttt the
we refused to accept from the Railroad Company. These beds are all
n firm: unconscious.
5 nV'ififu tmiinrrnu' n
lowest points, and leveled in such a
B1" received a severe shock.
injured'
chicken dinner with Spanish dishes
manner as to prevent any ordinary
slightly damaged, but not enoush to hurt them as to service. The
will, be served by the ladies of Guada-;li:p- e
floods from damaging the stabi'ity of
enamel is scratched off of some of them, and others have a rod bent.
church at the Loretto auditorium. 'V
the tracks.
A CHANGE OF HEART?
iThe proceeds will be for the benefit of
The damage does not affect the service or quality of the beds at ail
the new rectory of the church
CARD OF THANKS.
New Mexico's future politicbut we could not sell them as first class goods from our floor.
Decorate Every householder shouldii
Mrs. J. T. Miller and family wish to
al standing does not lie with
decorate
tomorrow,
along
especially
We arranged with the Railroad Company to sell the beds at
thank their friends for the kindness
the Democrats or the Progres
the route of the De Vargas pageant.!
and sympathy shown them during
sive tiepiiDiicans, out with the
whatever we could get for them, and make claim for the difference
It wil add much to the festive air
their recent bereavement.
regular Republican organizaand will also look good in the moving!
to them, and they have put the beds with us on consignment
until
tion.
Albuquerque
Morning
will
all
the
show
that
pageant
pictures
Journal.
New Mexicaa
want ads. aiwaye
they are sold. We are putting the prices below cost in order to move
over this country and even in Europe,
bring results.
FloweT
The
The
Booth
Flower
them, and you benefit by the railroad company's loss. Some of the
Booth at the Plaza Fiesta tomorrow
beds are in our window while some are on our display floor. There
should not have a blossom left when
the shades of evening begin to fall.
are eleven beds in all, eight fuli size, in white, vernis martin, and one
Buy a posy and wear it as a badge ot
In satin brass.
There are three
size, in white and vernis martin
lecognition and appreciation of the
noble work of the Womans Board of
finish.
Trade.
History Now on Sale B. ?ii Read's
Illustrated History of Mew Mexico, just
from press, is now for sale and may
Located One Block East from Old San Miguel Church.
be ordered directly from the author,1
Phone Black 12.
or through the New Mexican Printing
R. V. BOYLE, Mgr.
Company. Price $10.
Down Town Stand in Butt Bros.' Drug Store.
A Quiet Fourth
Today Is the quiet- -

What is the difference between
meat shop and a bake shop!

j (The
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Home of Quality Groceries j
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Going Picnicking?

bal-'oo-

post-offic- e

WHAT
A POOR PICNIC
A

s

Picnic Would Be

;

Try Our Rare Keats

Without a Good Picnic Dinner!

(

Tn--

Guarantee

WE ARE HEADQUARTERS

FOR

AppetizinPicnic Delicacies
AND EVERYTHING

s

nant

-

The Remembrance
Quality Will Linger
Long After The Appetite
Satisfied

j

j

!
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Serenely
The Next Meal

THERE IS

e

con-fre- e
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ni-i'-

PlazaMarket

THAT'S GOOD TO EAT!

35c
Phone 4.

BUTTER!

BUTTER!

NOW A T,

F. ANDREWS

3 vC
Phone 4.
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Co.
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SPITZ,

THE JEWELER.

-

HEADQUATERS

J

HIGH-GRAD-

HAVE YOUR WATCH
CLEANED OCCASIONALLY
WATCH will run without
oil or cleaninj longer than
any other piece of machinery bui it needs both occasion-all-

A

y.

,

If you will consider that the rim of
the balance wheel travcio over fifteen
miles a day, you wiil not grudge your
watch a speck of oil an,l a cleaning
tii'ce a year. It will increase the
li
ahd accuracy of your watch,
.eave your watch with us

FOR

E

i

Watches
and
Clocks.
" Time Pieces That

4

AT THE CLARENDON GARDEN

Are

Reliable."

y.

Santa Fe Hardware

Supply Co.
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GOING UP!
YOUR

YOUR

4th of Julv

4th of July

BALLOON!
But before or after the 4th ou
had better see about getting a
little of your money invested in
HART SCHAFFNER & MARX

CLOTHES
there's where your money lasts

that's the way to get permanent, everyday value. You,

young men, will especially like
our showing of fine suits in
your special styles new blues,
grays, tans, browns and models in Sacks and Norfolks.

Home of Hart, Schaffner & Marx Clothes.

MONEY
will go up in smoke and
noise, It doesn't take
long to burn up dollars
on the day we celebrate.
Go ahead, it's your own
money !
We Have Suits to Fit any Man in
Town, cind Prices to Fit Also.

Suits

from

.50 to $50.00

NATHAN SALMON

